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Abstract 

Carbon dioxide and methane are known as the two largest greenhouse gases (GHG) 

responsible for climate change and temperatures rise. Dry reforming of methane (DRM) 

is a chemical process that allows reducing CH4 and CO2 emissions into the atmosphere 

and converts them into a valuable syngas containing CO and H2. Recently, DFT 

calculations have been increasingly used to provide more insights into the DRM process 

to open new and better ways to control existing reactions, to obtain additional 

information on specific aspects of the catalytic process and to deliver practical strategies 

for rational in silico catalyst design. This thesis discusses the role of DFT in the DRM 

process and the recent research accomplished, including the reaction mechanism, coke 

formation, metal sintering and metal support interactions. Combining the experimental 

and DFT approach, we have found that adding a small amount of cobalt (1:10) to Ni/Al2O3 

catalyst has a significant impact in improving the stability and catalyst performances by 

avoiding metal sintering and carbon deposition as well as enhance the H2 selectivity.  

Keywords: Greenhouse gas; Dry reforming of methane; Ni-based catalyst; Methane 

dissociation; Density functional theory. 
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 الملخص

يعُرف ثاني أكسيد الكربون والميثان بأنهما أكبر غازين من غازات الاحتباس الحراري المسؤولة عن تغير المناخ وارتفاع   

( هي عملية كيميائية تسمح بتقليل انبعاثات الميثان وثاني أكسيد DRMدرجات الحرارة. إعادة التكوين الجاف للميثان )

أكسيد الكربون وغاز الهيدروجين. في الآونة الأخيرة  أحاديلها إلى غاز تقيم يحتوي على الكربون في الغلاف الجوي وتحوي

لفتح طرق جديدة وأفضل للتحكم في  DRMبشكل متزايد لتوفير المزيد من الأفكار حول عملية  DFT، تم استخدام حسابات 

ملية التحفيزية ولتقديم استراتيجيات عملية التفاعلات الحالية ، للحصول على معلومات إضافية حول جوانب محددة من الع

والبحث الأخير الذي تم إنجازه ، بما  DRMفي عملية  DFTلعقلانية في تصميم محفز محاكى. تناقش هذه الأطروحة دور 

ج في ذلك آلية التفاعل وتكوين فحم الكوك وتلبيد المعادن وتفاعلات دعم المعادن. من خلال الجمع بين النهج التجريبي ونه

DFT ( إلى محفز 1:10، وجدنا أن إضافة كمية صغيرة من الكوبالت )3O2Ni / Al  له تأثير كبير في تحسين الاستقرار

 وأداء المحفز عن طريق تجنب تلبيد المعادن وتعزيز الانتقائية.

الميثان نظرية الكثافة  غازات الاحتباس الحراري ؛ إصلاح الميثان الجاف محفز قائم على النيكل ؛ تفكك الكلمات المفتاحية:

 .الوظيفية
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Introduction 

Fossil fuels are currently the main energy source in the world which contribute the global 

economic development during the last decades. However, due to the rapid growth of 

world population, energy demand is expected to increase by 2030 to achieve 57% [1-3]. 

Yet fossil fuels are limited sources of energy, and their widespread use can significantly 

cause irreparable harm to the environment and human health. According to the recent 

statistics report from the International Energy Agency (IEA) [4] the global CO2 emission 

resulting from fuel burning attained an historical high in 2018 by 33.5 GtCO2 , whereas it 

has slightly decreased with less than 1% in 2019. This gas is known as the greenhouse 

gas GHG and is the major cause responsible for global warming phenomenon which can 

also cause a catastrophic change in the Earth’s climate. Thus, finding alternative energy 

sources that ensure the stability of industrial and economic activities as well as improve 

the quality of life without endangering the environmental and human health is 

considered as a serious challenge facing both industrial and scientific communities at 

present[5-7].  

To this aim, among emerging renewable energy sources, biomass and hydrogen can 

significantly contribute in reducing the greenhouse gases (GHGs) emission rates [8]. 

Biogas is a renewable energy source that is generated by anaerobic digestion of organic 

materials (biomass) such as food waste, dung, sewage sludge, forestry and agricultural 

residues in the absence of oxygen, which makes its exploitation financially and 

environmentally beneficial [6, 9, 10]. This type of energy obtained from a biomass source 

is largely subsidized by governments to avoid the massive use of crops for energy 

production [11]. The main components of biogas are carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane 

(CH4), whose concentrations range from 50% to 75% and 25% to 50% by vol., 
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respectively, in addition to some traces of water, hydrogen sulfide (H2S), halogens and 

ammonia [9].Recently, many efforts are being made to convert carbon dioxide as an 

alternative fuel source to different chemical products and materials such as methanol, 

ethanol, carbon fiber and dimethyl carbonate [12]. 

Methane, the main component of biogas and natural gas, is considered as one of the most 

dangerous greenhouse gases with a much higher global warming potential than carbon 

dioxide [13]. 

One of the reliable ways to mitigate this problem is to convert these gases (CH4 and CO2) 

into syngas (H2 and CO) using different techniques and processes such as dry reforming 

(CO2), steam reforming (H2O), partial oxidation, autothermal, and membrane reforming 

to produce chemicals and fuel products further. Reforming techniques differ in many 

parameters, such as the oxidant used, the H2/CO ratio obtained and the involved reaction 

energies. 

The steam reforming process yields a high hydrogen production with a molar ratio of 3:1 

(H2: CO), which can be further used to synthesize other required products such as 

methanol and ammonia. Another emerging methane reforming technique is mixed 

reforming, which adopts various combinations and ratios of O2, H2O, and CO2 to control 

the H2/CO ratio in the product stream [14]. 

Among these methods, steam and dry reforming processes performed in presence of 

nickel-based catalysts are essential techniques that are proposed to mitigate greenhouse 

gas emissions and produce synthesis gases [13]. Dry reforming of methane (DRM) is an 

attractive and environmentally friendly process for energy vectors production. It allows 

reducing the emissions of CH4 and CO2 by converting them into CO and H2 (syngas) with 
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an H2/CO molar ratio close to 1 suitable for chemical processes such as the Fisher-

Tropsch synthesis to generate different hydrocarbon products [15, 16]. 

On the other hand, a thorough comprehension of the detailed reaction mechanism 

occurring in the catalytic process is still lacking. Contextually, the adoption of 

computational modelling methods such as density functional theory (DFT) represents an 

emerging area of investigation to gain deeper insights in complex reaction processes at 

the molecular scale.  

In this context, the present work aims to discuss the results obtained on Ni-based 

catalysts for dry reforming of methane (DRM) process combining the experimental and 

DFT tool to better describe and understand the catalytic DRM process. The overviews of 

DRM and DFT are first presented in chapter 1. Subsequently, the detailed reaction 

mechanism of DRM using DFT is discussed in terms of energy, together with other 

catalyst issues such as the rate limiting steps, the transition states of the elementary 

reactions, coke formation, sintering, and metal-support interaction in the chapter 2. In 

chapter 3 we have presented detailed structural properties of the alumina since it plays 

a critical role in the catalytic process. Then, we presented the experimental and 

theoretical methodology and discussed the obtained results in Chapter 4, And finally, we 

summed up with conclusion and perspectives. The results presented in this work provide 

insights into the catalyst design combining the experimental and the DFT approach and 

open new pathways towards the development of DRM catalysts.
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Overview on dry reforming of methane
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I. Overview on dry reforming of methane 

DRM is an endothermic process that requires high-temperature conditions to reach the 

reaction equilibrium and consequently high conversion levels, generally between 600°C 

and 900°C, and a molar ratio of CH4/CO2 in the feed varying from 1 to 1.5 to obtain about 

50% of H2 production [17]. The reaction governing DRM is: 

CH4(g) + CO2(g) ↔ 2CO(g) + 2H2(g)             ∆H298K= +247 kJ mol-1 (1.1) 

Despite the environmental advantages of DRM, the quick catalyst deactivation by coke 

deposition resulting from both methane dissociation (2.1) and Boudouard reaction (3.1) 

remains the major problem for this process [18] 

CH4(g) ↔ C(s) + 2H2(g)                                        ∆H298= +74.9 kJ mol-1 (2.1) 

2CO(g) ↔ CO2(g) + C(s)                                       ∆H298= -172.5 kJ mol-1 (3.1) 

The DRM reaction could be simultaneously accompanied by the methanation reaction 

(4.1) and reverse water-gas shift reaction (RWGS) (5.1) 

CO2(g) + 4H2(g) ↔ CH4(g) + 2H2O(g)    ∆H298 = +165.0 kJ. mol-1 (4.1) 

CO(g) + H2O(g) ↔ CO2(g) + H2(g)        ∆H298 = +41.0 kJ. mol-1 (5.1) 

The use of a catalyst for DRM process is necessary to reduce the high kinetic energy 

barrier of the process so to achieve the desired methane and carbon dioxide conversion 

and H2 yield. Several types of catalysts have been studied in the literature for the DRM 

process, such as noble metals, transition metals, spinels, perovskites (BaZr (1-x) MexO3), 

hydrotalcite, and metals basic supported [19, 20]. However, catalyst deactivation at high 

temperatures via coke deposition and particles sintering remains the main problem for 

DRM process, which causes an active site blockage leading to pore blockage of catalyst 
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and reactor, respectively [16]. Recently, many efforts and strategies have been developed 

to design high-performance catalysts that can tolerate carbon deposition at low 

temperatures [9]. 

I.1. Effect of metal 

Noble metals such as Ru, Rh, Pt, Pd, and Ir showed a high activity towards the DRM 

process and a higher carbon deposition resistance compared to the other metals. 

However, the prohibitive cost remains the leading cause of the limited use of these metals 

[14, 18]. The strategy of promotion, which consists of adding a metal promoter to the 

different metal-based catalysts to form a bimetallic catalyst, represents one of the 

possible solutions that has turned out to be an efficient technique to enable high catalyst 

performance and to reduce the coke formation. Thus, noble metals can be used in limited 

amounts (with associated economic advantages) as promotors of non-noble metals (Co, 

Ni, Cu, Fe), which helps to enhance their catalytic performance by increasing their 

stability, particle dispersion and provide the additional active sites, thus determining 

high reaction rates [21]. Furthermore, because of their cost-effectiveness, non-noble 

metals have also been investigated as promoters of non-noble metal-based catalysts, and 

they exhibited a similar activity of noble metal-based catalysts. However, the rapid 

deactivation due to the carbon deposition and metal sintering remains the central issue 

[18]. 

In addition, it is known that the activity and stability of catalysts are affected by the 

dimension of Ni particles [22]. Some authors [23-26] analyzed the relationship between 

the catalyst particle size and the amount of carbon deposited. The results showed that 

the large-sized nickel particles, which are resulting from the metal aggregation, could 
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enhance the coke deposition and decrease the catalyst activity to a larger extent when 

compared to finer catalysts particles. 

I.2. Effect of support 

Recently, a wide range of supports and their influence on catalytic activity has also been 

investigated [27-30], in order to obtain nanometric dispersed particles with high catalytic 

activity and stability, also reducing the aforementioned coke deposition and sintering 

issues [31]. The chemico-physical and porosimetric properties of the support material 

can significantly influence the catalyst characteristics in terms of acid-base properties, 

particles dispersion and metal-support interactions  [30, 32].  

The high surface area and highly porous nature provided by the support can enhance the 

dispersion and reduce the size of the dispersed active metal particles. In this context, 

Therdthianwong et al. [33] investigated the use of Ni/Al2O3 stabilized by ZrO2 for the DRM 

process. They found that the supported Ni particles on Al2O3 exhibit a small size 

compared to those supported on ZrO2, where they observed a larger particles size. 

Furthermore, by adding a high amount of ZrO2 (15%) to the Al2O3 support, the dispersion 

of Ni particles decreases. However, a small amount of ZrO2 (5%) leads to high dispersion 

of Ni particles. These results lead to conclude that the large surface area of Al2O3 and ZrO2 

(5%)/ Al2O3 enhance the high dispersion of Ni particles, and thus, reduce their size. On 

the contrary, the low surface area of ZrO2 and of ZrO2 (15%)/Al2O3 composite causes the 

agglomeration of Ni particles and increases their size. 

Moreover, the authors reported that the stabilized Ni/Al2O3 by a small amount of ZrO2 

not only exhibits a high dispersion of Ni particles but also yields to a high CO:H2 ratio and 

a coke resistance by enhancing the dissociation of CO2, which generates oxygen that 

reacts with the deposited carbon to form CO.  
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Also, the support exhibits different physicochemical properties such as oxygen storage 

capacity, basicity (CaO, MgO, and La2O3), and reducibility (CeO2 and ZrO2), which 

influence their intrinsic behavior in catalytic reactions, on the formation of coke. Carbon 

atoms can diffuse in the presence of a reduced number of oxygen atoms on the support 

surface, to promote the coke formation or interact with external carbon to form graphene 

islands. Thus, various metals and oxides such as CeO2, ZrO2, and TiO2 have been 

investigated to increase the amount of surface oxygen atoms, which can reduce the coke 

formation by converting the deposited carbon to carbon monoxide CO [18, 34, 35]. 

Additionally, in their published papers on the use of MgO-Ni/ZrO2 and Ni-based catalysts, 

respectively, García et al. and Özdemir [36, 37] observed that increasing the basicity of 

the catalysts fosters the RWGS and reverse Boudouard reactions, which also lead to 

carbon oxidation and thus avoid the catalyst deactivation by coke [38]. 

Strong metal-support interaction (SMSI)[39], which was initially explained as a transfer 

of electrons between the support and the active metal [31], can play an essential role in 

enhancing the reducibility of the catalyst and obtain highly dispersed active metal sites. 

In the case of Ni monometallic catalyst, surface particles were oxidized and covered with 

a monolayer of Ni2+ ions due to the presence of oxygen, which showed a low activity 

towards methane reforming [8, 40]. Turlier et al. [41] reported that the nature of the 

support strongly affects the reducibility of the active metal also by acting as promoters in 

the case of CeO2 and ThO2. This effect may be related to different factors such as the size 

of the Ni2+ precursor particles, back spillover of hydrogen which can act as Ni2+ reducing 

agent after its activation over the support into atomic hydrogen, and also the basicity of 

the support that can trap protons, thus promoting the reduction of nickel (II) ions: 

                                       Ni2+ + H2 ↔ 2H+ + Ni0  (6.1) 
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Furthermore, it is worth to mention that the synthesis method [27, 42], pre-treatment 

and calcination temperature [43], metal content [44], and the molar feed ratio [45] have 

a significant effect on the DRM process. 

For an overview of the different nickel-based catalysts used in DRM, we summarize in the 

table below (Table 1) the recent catalysts applied in this field with different preparation 

methods, temperature of the reactions, conversion results of the reactants and the 

stability obtained.  
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Chapter II 

Density functional theory (DFT) application in DRM 
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II.1. Insights on density functional theory (DFT) 

Due to the several pathway reactions involved in DRM, although many studies have been 

performed in the last decades, the process remains complicated and challenging to 

understand. Therefore, the exploration of the reaction mechanism using computational 

methods such as kinetic modelling and density functional theory (DFT) can provide 

further insights on the process mechanism and gives additional information, which can 

help to develop useful strategies for the in silico design of high performance catalysts 

with reduced issues related to poisoning and sintering phenomena [59]. 

In this regard, several publications and kinetic models have been discussed in the 

literature to describe the reaction mechanism of the DRM process [8, 40, 60]. Recently, 

computational chemistry has evolved into one of the critical components of catalysis 

science, placing itself alongside experimental work in the field of catalysis. Microkinetic 

modelling and molecular simulations using DFT density functional theory have 

significantly contributed to improve the fundamental understanding of heterogeneous 

catalytic processes and their elementary stages and mechanisms at the atomic level by 

predicting several properties that directly related to the catalytic activity such as 

activation energy, adsorption energy, determination of the reaction’s rate-limiting step 

using transition states of elementary reaction as well as  the mechanism of formation of 

by-products [61-64]. 

DFT was first formalized (in 1964) by Hohenberg & Kohn (H-K)[65]. The fundamental 

theory of DFT is that the system's ground-state properties are assumed to be a particular 

feature of the electron density, implying that there is no need to quantify the system's 

complete multi-body wave function. The precise functional dependence of the energy on 

the density is unclear, though. 
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Subsequently, Kohn–Sham (1965) developed the H-K equations[66]. These equations 

consist of Schrödinger-like three-dimensional (one-electron) equations with modified 

effective potential that are simple to solve compared to the original multi-body problem. 

The adjusted potential is identical to that of the modified potential being the same as the 

total particle density function, and it involves a contribution from the particles' quantum-

mechanical interaction and correlation. Nonetheless, no expression can explain this 

potential for exchange-correlation (XC) energy. Still, the fractional error caused by its 

approximation is minimal relative to the single-particle kinetic and Coulomb terms. The 

XC concept remains relevant and cannot be trivial because it is key to the achievements 

of the DFT. 

The differences of chemical reactions energy, bonding and adsorption energies are small, 

which makes the choice of XC approximations that gives a chemical accuracy, among 

those available (e.g., LDA, GGA, HF, B3LYP and many more), a constant challenge. The 

construction of in-silico catalysts using electronic-structure calculations remains a 

longstanding goal for theoretical materials science. DFT calculations have shown useful 

insights in the field of the catalytic activity of different transition-metal surfaces for 

several reactions. 

Recently, various attempts were made using DFT to obtain linear correlations between 

different descriptors, such as adsorption energy, the energy-barrier of reactions, atomic 

binding energy, preference site for adsorption, etc. Accuracy in describing the quantum 

nature of matter and an intricate many-body system using XC functional, and adopting 

electron density as a single particle formalism, is the main reason behind the success of 

DFT [67]. For an update overview and more specific details on different DFT functionals 

currently used in computational chemistry, the reader is invited to consult the following 

reviews [68-71]. 
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In the following section, we will underline some of the key advances that construct the modern 

DFT to further gain insights and understand both the foundations and limitations of the theory. 

II.2. Approximating correlation and exchange 

It is obvious that the formal definition of XC energy is not helpful to solve practical issues, and 

hence the need for an approximation of this quantity is essential.  

The differences of chemical reactions energy, bonding and adsorption energies are small, 

which makes the choice of XC approximations that gives a chemical accuracy, among 

those available (e.g., LDA, GGA, HF, B3LYP and many more), a constant challenge. The 

construction of in-silico catalysts using electronic-structure calculations remains a 

longstanding goal for theoretical materials science. DFT calculations have shown useful 

insights in the field of the catalytic activity of different transition-metal surfaces for 

several reactions. 

Recently, various attempts were made using DFT to obtain linear correlations between 

different descriptors, such as adsorption energy, the energy-barrier of reactions, atomic 

binding energy, preference site for adsorption, etc. 

Accuracy in describing the quantum nature of matter and an intricate many-body system 

using XC functional, and adopting electron density as a single particle formalism, is the 

main reason behind the success of DFT [67]. 

In this section, we will underline some of the key advances that construct the modern 

DFT to further gain insights and understand both the foundations and limitations of the 

theory. 

II.2.1. Local-Density Approximation (LDA) 

The Local-Density Approximation (LDA) is the basis of all approximate exchange-

correlation functionals. It was firstly proposed by Dirac in 1930[72], it is one of the most 
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standard and famous approximation for the exchange-correlation interaction. The 

assumption in this functional suggests that the exchange-correlation energy of the system 

is the same as that of one homogenous electron gas with the density n(r). this relationship 

is described as following: 

𝐸𝑥𝑐 [𝑛] = ∫ 𝑛(𝑟) 휀𝑥𝑐
ℎ𝑜𝑚  [𝑛 (𝑟 )]𝑑𝑟  (1.2) 

Where 휀𝑥𝑐
ℎ𝑜𝑚 represent the exchange-correlation energy per electron of a homogeneous 

electron gas of density (n). LDA approximation is sufficient for a system with a low spatial 

varying electron density and further for several varieties of materials. However, for the 

calculation of d and f compounds properties and binding energies estimation, the 

description using LDA still needs to improvements and its errors are larger than the 

absolute values of the correlation energies of atoms [73]. In this field, many developments 

have been proposed by Wang [74] and Voskoet[75]. 

II.2.2. Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) 

The improvements series mad by Wang et al. [76, 77] and becke[78] on LDA 

approximation by including a term that depends on the gradient corrections of electron 

density led to the emergence of Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) on exchange-

correlation approximations as a useful functional that can satisfy different known exact 

hole constrains[79, 80]. It has been reported[80] that the GGA can significantly improves 

on the LDA approximation and reduces three times the typical energy errors (Figure1). 

GGAs have also been improved for correlation. The alternative method is to construct a 

correlation energy functional by modelling the correlation hole[81]. The GGA is currently 

being applied to calculate structural and electronic properties for a large number of 

atoms and molecules [82-86]and the obtained results look promising.  
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Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional (PBE-GGA)[87] which represents the nonempirical 

GGA approximation is considered as the most common exchange-correlation functional. 

It is recommended specially to investigate molecule-metal surface interaction; however, 

it showed a good accuracy in predicting some molecular systems properties such as 

electron affinity, ionization potential and bond distances[88]. Moreover, The results 

obtained using this functional in theoretical investigations showed that the PBE provides 

total energy dependent properties in agreement with the experimental results[87, 89].  

However, comparing the PBE functional to other empirical functionals it has been found 

that PBE yields large errors in the prediction of reaction barrier and atomization 

energy[90]. Another frequently used GGA functional is  PW91[91]. This approximation 

was developed by the same author, combines both exchange and correlation functionals 

and gives similar values for exchange energy as PBE in the case where the density is 

neither too small nor too rapidly changed. As the same, B88 functional designed by A.D. 

Becke [92] in order to reduce the gradient expansion approximation form (GEA) in the 

limit of small gradients. The B88 functional has one empirical parameter that is fitted to 

Hartree-Fock (HF) exchange energies for the noble gas atoms.  

Figure 1.Comparison between GGA, LDA and HF functionals (system-averaged radial exchange 

holes for the He atom) [58]. 
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II.2.3. Hybrid functionals approximation  

Hybrid functions are created by mixing a part of exact-exchange (from HF theory) into a 

semi-local exchange functional and combining it with a semi-local correlation functional. 

This idea was first proposed by A.D. Becke [93] in order to improve the calculations of 

many molecular properties  such as vibration frequencies and atomization energies that 

have been poorly described by classical functionals. The most popular and widely used 

hybrid functional is Becke 3-Parameter, (B3LYP)[94] which uses both B88 exchange and 

LYP correlation functionals. The reason for the success of this functional is the good 

compromise between computational cost , coverage, and accuracy results[95]. Other 

hybrid functionals such as PBE0[96], HSE(Heyd–Scuseria–Ernzerhof)[97], Meta-Hybrid 

GGA[98] are also emerged besides 200 functionals approximation for DFT XC. 

For an update overview and more specific details on different DFT functionals currently 

used in computational chemistry, the reader is invited to consult the following 

reviews[68-71]. 

II.3. Key descriptors at the DFT level 

One of the main factors that makes DFT a useful approach to understand the catalytic 

phenomena is the emergence of descriptor concept. A descriptor is one of catalytic system 

properties which is linked to the catalyst activity performance. This concept is based on 

the search of a suitable microscopic property that allows to make a qualitative prediction 

to a given system and a rapid screening of potential catalysts, which can help to better 

understand the changes occurring at the mechanistic level, and thus, lead to develop and 

design new catalysts with heigh catalytic performance [99-101]. Thus, finding a suitable 

descriptor by taking into consideration the thermodynamics and kinetics parameters will 

be helpful to simplify the complicity of various reaction mechanisms and into the catalyst 
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design and development. Therefore, finding descriptors to study any reaction has become 

a crucial step in theoretical investigations. Descriptor-based catalyst has been used on a 

large scale in the last decade [102-105].  

II.3.1. Descriptors of catalytic activity 

Typically, descriptor-based approaches have been used to obtain the catalytic trends of 

many vital reactions. Recent studies[104, 106] have successfully arrived to design new 

transition metal based-catalysts with superior activity performance and even 

comparable or better then noble based-catalysts using the concept of descriptor-based 

approach. The choice of the best descriptor to predict the catalyst behavior significantly 

depends on which catalyst property has a significant impact on the catalytic activity. 

However, when the number of descriptors is relatively high (e.g. in the case of the 

existence of more than two important reactions) or there is no clear idea about the 

system mechanism, the use of semi-empirical methods to determine the optimal 

descriptor such as QSAR, Neural network[107], and SISSO method[108] is necessary[109, 

110]. Several descriptors have been considered in the literature. Previous studies[111, 

112], have demonstrated that the oxygen vacancy formation energy (Evac) strongly 

related to the catalytic activity in autothermal reforming reaction of solid oxide fuel cell. 

It has been also reported that the oxygen vacancy formation energy can be directly 

correlated to the oxygen p-band center energy for considerable number of solid oxides 

which enables the prediction of perovskites catalytic performance towards the oxygen 

reduction and evolution reactions using first-principles descriptor. J. Rossmeisl et 

al.[113] showed that the binding energy of oxygen atoms to the Pt and Au catalyst 

surfaces is a good descriptor for the direct splitting of water reaction, due to the fact that 

binding energies of various intermediates are correlated for a number of metals. 
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Research groups[114-116] have used the band-gap energy which represent the 

difference between HOMO and LOMO to rationalize the reactivity of molecular systems, 

since it provides the information about the frontier molecular orbitals in crystalline 

materials. Moreover, based on the BEP concept [117, 118] and the reported result by 

Norskov et al [110], it has been found that there is an linear fit between adsorption energy 

and the energy barrier of the chemical reactions and the  strength of interaction between 

the reactants species and the catalyst surface is can be described by the adsorption 

energy.  Thus, many researchers [100, 119-121] have used the adsorption energy as a key 

descriptor to study the catalytic activity performance. In DRM, Koustuv Ray et al [100] 

have used both dissociation energy Ediss of CH4 and adsorption energy Eads of carbon, to 

study  the activity and stability of Ni based alloy catalysts. Their results showed a linear 

correlation between turnover frequency (ToF) and (Ediss), and between the percentage of 

deactivation of catalyst and Eads of carbon, respectively. Same author [99] has used the d-

band center (εd ) and d-density of states (𝑁𝐸𝐹
) as a protentional descriptors into CO2 

methanation and DRM  reactions over Ni- based alloys catalysts to predict the activity of 

the used catalysts. The obtained results showed an excellent fit between  𝑁𝐸𝐹
 descriptor 

and ToFCH4 with R2=0.96 for the CO2 methanation reaction and R2= 0.81 between (εd) 

descriptor and ToFDRM for DRM reaction. Z. Zuo et al[122] have calculated the activation 

energy barriers of different intermediate reaction steps of overall DRM reaction as a key 

descriptor to predict the activity and selectivity of different species over Ni/MgO catalyst. 

Furthermore, B. Wang and his collaborators[123] have added more insights to reduce the 

complexity of DRM reaction mechanism network over Ni(111) and Pt(111) catalysts 

combining both microkinetic and DFT approaches and using formation energies (Ef) of 

surface species, transition states (TS) of elementary reactions, and adsorption energies 

(Eads) of different species as a key descriptors. Their investigation allowed to identify with 
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high confidence the possible reaction pathways of DRM mechanism network, the surface 

dominate species, as well as the rate-controlling steps in the overall reaction which can 

further accelerate the design of future catalysts. For further overview about descriptors 

applied in the catalyst field, we summarize in Table 2 the main potential descriptors used 

to predict the physicochemical properties of different catalyst systems.  

Table 2. A set of descriptors used to predict various properties of catalysts. 

Catalyst Descriptor Predicted property ref 
Ni3M (M = Fe, Co, Cu) Carbon dissociation 

energy (Eads) 
stability of the 
catalysts 

[100] 

CH4 dissociation 
energy (Ediss) 
 

activity of the catalysts 
 

Ni4/MgO (100) Activation energy 
(Ea) 

 Conversion and 
selectivity 

[124] 

PtA3d (3d = Fe, Co,Ni, Cu) Binding energy (Eb) hydrogenation activity [102] 
 Carbon Binding 

energy (Eb)  
Nitrogen Binding 
energy (Eb  ) 
 

the thermodynamics 
and kinetics of the HCN 
synthesis process 

[103] 

Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Mo, Ru, Rh, Pd, Ag, W, Ir, 
Pt and Au 

number of d-
electrons, SE, first 
ionization potential 
and atomic radius,V 
and M, HOMO–
LUMO, energy gap, 
molecular volume, 
and mass 
 

H2, HO*, N2, CO, NO, O2, 
H2O, CO2, NH3 and CH4 
adsorption on metals 

[125] 

Au nanoparticles work function Φ of 
the bare support 

geometry and charge 
of the deposited Au 
cluster 
 

[105] 

Pt < FeS2 < CuFeS2 < PbS < ZnS oxygen binding 
energy (Eb)  
 

oxygen reduction 
reaction mechanism 
 

[126] 

BiFeMo2O12,Bi2Mo2.5W0.5O12,and 
Bi1−x/3V1−xMoxO4, where 0 ≤x≤ 1) 

Band-Gap Energy Catalytic Activity for 
Propene Oxidation  
 

[116] 

Au, Pd, Pt TMCs; WC, W2C, and Mo2C Surface Energy Catalytic Activity [127] 
AuPd d-charge at the Pd 

sites 
entropy changes and 
activities in the 
oxidation of alcohols 

[128] 

Ag-Cu alloy catalysts Eb of reactants, 
intermediates, and 
products 

Reaction mechanism 
on the thin oxide layer 
structures and 
establish the reasons 
for the improved 
selectivity. 
 

[129] 
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Graphene-Based Materials pzelectron-based 
descriptors 

- catalytic activity of 
nitrogen-, boron-, and 
co-doped graphene. 

- model of free energies 
of OH adsorption 
(ΔGOH) at any site of 
nitrogen/ boron-
doped graphene 
 

[130] 

Pt(111) oxygen binding 
energy (Eb) on metal 
electrodes 

Turnover frequency 
(ToF) of the oxygen 
reduction reaction 
(ORR) 

[131] 

 
Nobel and transition metals based-
catalysts 

 
Chemisorption 
energy (E∆) 

 
The overall rate of the 
reaction 

 
[132] 

  Ni, Rh and Pt based-catalysts structure-energy -The chemisorption 
energies of C, O and NO  
-Design alloy catalysts  
 

[106] 

 
 
Ni-M/Al2O3 ,(M= Fe, Cu, Co) 

Total d-density of 
states (𝑁𝐸𝐹

) 
CO2 methanation 
where step sites are 
preferred for catalytic 
activity. 
 

[99] 

d-band center (ε d ) DRM reaction where 
terrace sites are 
preferred 

 

II.4. DFT applications and current challenges 

Given the tremendous development of computational power and ease of access to high-

performance computing systems, it is rare to find any of the life sciences field without 

applying computational modelling. Thus, Molecular Dynamic simulation (MD), ab intio 

methods, microkinetic modelling as well as DFT have been extensively emerged [133-

138]. Herein, we will highlight the most used areas for DFT including catalysis field and 

the challenges it faces. In this regard, since two last decades,  many research groups have 

reported different potential applications in several fields such as prediction of reactivity 

indices (electronic chemical potential, electrophilicity, chemical hardness and softness 

…etc.) in Organic Chemistry [139], calculation of electronic properties and structure of 

biomolecules, in addition to typical issues of enzymes and metalloproteins in Biological 

and Bioinorganic Chemistry [140, 141], development of new formulation techniques and 
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synthesis method for polymorph and provide more insights on solvation and 

crystallization processes in pharmaceutical Sciences[142]. Moreover, DFT has been 

widely applied nowadays in the biomedical field with the hope of discovering a drug 

design against the novel coronavirus (Covid-19) which is considered as a global health 

pandemic [143-145]. In physical sciences field, DFT has also been widely used especially 

in solid state, condensed matter, mineralogy, and photovoltaic materials through the 

modelling of optoelectronic and structural properties of semiconductors [146, 147]. 

Furthermore, in chemical engineering and environmental sciences, the implementation 

of DFT has been beneficial in improving filtration techniques for fluids and gases, 

adsorption processes, as well as reducing the pollution of air and water [148, 149]. 

Otherwise, DFT has emerged as a new successful approach in geoscience areas for the 

last decade. The aim of using this approach is to understand the properties of minerals 

under Earth’s pressure and temperature (360GPa and 6000K respectively) conditions 

since the experimental work at these conditions is extremely difficult. Thus, the DFT 

computations in this filed have been applied to estimate the physical parameters which 

are of vital importance to understand the evolution and dynamics of the Earth [150, 151]. 

DFT finds significantly broad application in chemistry and materials science for 

predicting and interpreting the behavior of complex systems at electronic level. A 

complementary aspect to this topic is represented in Figure 2, which shows the number 

of citations of the term ‘’Density Functional Theory ‘’ in the last 20 years given by google 

scholar. 
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The application of DFT in catalysis field especially in DRM process, which we will discuss 

in detail in the present literature review, has gained a particular importance since it has 

succussed to establish a good background to understand heterogeneous catalysts and 

provided useful information that can help in understanding which properties are the key 

for certain reactions to be able to design new catalysts with high performance. However, 

finding a new catalyst for a given reaction is only the first step in a series of necessary 

conditions to put the technical catalyst into the framework. Thus, the ability of the 

designed catalyst to be active in the realistic conditions of the reaction, its stability for an 

acceptable lifetime and avoidance the deactivation by carbon deposition and sintering 

routes, as well as its capacity to achieve a good conversion of reactants and high 

selectivity, remain the crucial challenge facing the in-silico investigation in DRM process. 

Hence, the intrinsic development of catalysts properties simulation as well as 

methodological improvement are required [152]. In the end, only experimental work can 

confirm the performance of the designed catalyst.  

Nowadays, many codes [153-155], [156] [157] [158, 159], employ DFT to simulate the 

properties of solids, interfaces, adsorption energies and reactions mechanism. Within 

DFT, it is possible to investigate catalytic systems at the molecular scale, which general 

trends and concepts can be extracted [160]. 

Figure 2.  Number of citations of ‘’DFT’’ and ‘’DFT + DRM’’ per year in the last 20 years (from 

google scholar; access 16 december 2020). 
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II.5. Dissociation mechanisms of dry reforming of methane 

Dry reforming of methane (DRM) is a process that involves the dissociation of methane 

(CH4) and carbon dioxide (CO2). These two critical steps have been examined on several 

catalytic metallic surfaces [161]. Moreover, other parallel phenomena occur during DRM. 

All these reactions are detailed at atomic level, focusing on the dissociation mechanisms 

and bounds involved, in the following. 

II.5.1. CH4 dissociation 

Methane is a stable molecule due to its high C-H binding energy and its strictly 

symmetrical structure [162]. Thus, activation and dissociation of CH4 are the most 

energetically demanding steps in the DRM process. Furthermore, recent literature [163-

165] has reported that the activation of methane is the rate-determining step in the DRM 

process. Therefore, the dissociation of CH4 to CHX (x = 0–3) and H over different catalysts 

was firstly calculated step by step, based on the stable adsorption configurations of the 

possible species. 

The DFT calculations on the adsorption and dissociation properties reveal that the nature 

of the support has a significant impact on the surface interactions between the catalyst 

and the adsorbed CH4 molecules. In fact, the support can modify both the electronic 

distributions at the surface and the local surface chemical environment, such as the 

formation of oxygen or hydroxy (OH) vacancies, which can affect the surface chemistry 

and activity of the DRM process as well as determine the pathway of the CH4 dissociation 

mechanism on different catalysts. 

Li et al. [166] have studied the adsorption and dissociation mechanism of CH4 by DFT on 

both spinel and non-spinal Ni4 clusters supported on Al2O3 (100). Their results confirmed 

the physisorption nature of CH4 onto the catalyst [159, 167, 168]. They indicated that CH4 
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preferentially absorbs and dissociates at the metal-support interface of both the catalysts, 

since these steps are characterized by fast rates. At the same time, the transition state 

(TS) analysis (Figure.3) showed that the final configuration, as the more energetically 

stable, is represented by the adsorption of the methyl fragment (CH3) on the metal-

support interface (Ni2) and the H atom on the neighbor bridge site. Adsorption results 

showed that the adsorption of CH3 and H occurs at the metal-support interface of S(Ni4) 

and NS (Ni4) clusters due to the stabilized site by Al (donor)− Ni−adsorbates (acceptor) 

complex formation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jiang et al. [169] studied the reaction mechanism of DRM over the NiO-MgO catalyst and 

confirmed the physisorption nature of methane adsorption process. It is further found 

that the CH3 and H fragments remain on the active Ni upper surface. For methyl 

dissociation, H stays at the top of Ni while CH2 absorbs at the site located in bridge 

position. Because of the stretched C-H bond, the adsorbed CH2 then dissociates into CH 

and H atom. The H is at the top site and the resulting CH migrates to a 3-fold site. 

A: Ni4/γ-Al2O3 Spinel model B: Ni4/γ-Al2O3 Non-spinel model 

Figure 3. Potential energy profile and geometric structures of the initial state (I.S), transition state (T.S), 

and final state (F.S) for CH4 dissociation over both spinel (A) and non-spinel (B) Ni4/γ-Al2O3 (100) surface 

model. Dark blue (Ni), gray (C), white (H) [166]. 
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Moreover, like CH2, the resulting CH dissociates to form the co-adsorbed carbon. Here the 

C-H bond elongates in the TS and then breaks off, giving the activated metal a carbon atom 

deposited on a 3-fold site and an H atom, which still goes up. Moreover, the energy 

barriers of CH4 decomposition are reported to be slightly weak. Hence, the carbon formed 

is the product of the CH4 dissociation process. 

For the first time, a theoretical study of the nitride-based catalyst was carried out by Das 

et al. [170]. They studied the methane dissociation over three Ni-based catalysts 

(Ni3N+AlN+Al2O3), (Ni3N+Al2O3) and (Ni3N+AlN) The obtained results were surprising 

and difficult to explain, as they observed that the CH4 dissociation occurred on the Al atom 

instead of the Ni atom over cat1 and (Ni3N+Al2O3)  , while, no dissociation occurred over 

(Ni3N+AlN). Following this observation, they investigated the CH4 dissociation over pure 

alumina, but no dissociation was recorded. To get further insights, they tested the role of 

AlN and observed that the dissociation energy was higher in (Ni3N+Al2O3)   than in 

(Ni3N+AlN+Al2O3). Moreover, the orbital analysis showed that the lone pair of N atom is 

given to Ni atom, which leads to reduced Ni potential. This fact was further confirmed 

from HOMO energies that were in the order (Ni3N+AlN+Al2O3)< (Ni3N+Al2O3)  < 

(Ni3N+AlN), which means that if the HOMO are unstable then the catalyst is more active 

towards dissociation. Hence, they concluded that the presence of AlN reduces the 

dissociation of CH4. 

Recently, Dou et al. [171] have studied the CH4 dissociation on both Ni (111) surface and 

Ni15/ZrO2 catalyst surface. They found that CH4 adsorb on the top site of Ni (111) surface 

then dissociates to CH3 and H atom, which are located on the top and the hcp site 

respectively, in the TS1 with a shortened C-Ni bond and a stretched C-H bond. Then they 

transfer to adsorb on fcc and hcp site in the final state. This process was neutral in 

thermodynamics. Furthermore, the adsorbed CH3 dissociates through TS2 to form CH2 
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and H, where the resulting H atom moves to the adjacent top site, while the CH2 species 

prefers to adsorb at the fcc site. In the final state, the CH2 and H species were found to 

adsorb at the fcc and hcp site, respectively, with a slight endothermic reaction energy. For 

the next dissociation step, the CH2 further dissociates into CH fragment, followed by its 

dissociation into C and H, in TSs, the final C-H bond lengths are 1.715 and 1.779 Å for the 

dissociated CH2 and CH, respectively. 

On Ni15/ZrO2, CH4 adsorbs and dissociates to CH3 and H on top of Ni1 through TS1. The 

CH3 and H are bonded to the Ni1 atom with a shrinkage of the C-Ni bond and stretching of 

the CH bond. However, the resulting CH3 and H species transferred to the two adjacent 3-

fold hollow sites, respectively, in the final state. In the TS2, the methyl can dissociate into 

CH2, and H species absorbed at the bridge site. Whereas, in the final state, the resulting 

CH2 and H move to adsorb to the two adjacent 3-fold hollow sites. Regarding the 

dissociation of CH2, it has been found that the resulted H binds to the Ni1-Ni11 bridge site 

while the CH fragment locates at the 3-fold hollow site. In the final state, H atom moves 

to adsorb on the 3-fold hollow site, while CH locates on the 4-fold hollow site. In TS4, the 

bond length of CH species first elongates than dissociates into C and H atom, where the 

left C atom remains located at the 4-fold hollow site, whereas the H atom moves to adsorb 

on the adjacent 3-fold hollow site. The potential energy profiles for CH4 sequential 

dissociation over Ni(111) and Ni15/ZrO2, catalysis are presented in Figure 4.  
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It has been noticed that all the CH4 dissociation processes were exothermic. Moreover, it 

is reported that the energy barriers of CH4 decomposition over most of the used 

catalysts in the DRM process are low. Consequently, the deposited carbon is the final 

product of CH4 decomposition. 

The adsorption energies Eads, activation energies Ea, and the reaction energies of varied 

species involved in DRM reaction over various Ni-based catalysts and Ni surfaces, are 

summarized in Tables 3 and 4. 

Table 3. Adsorption energies of DRM species on different Ni-based catalysts. 

Catalyst species site Bond distance (Å) Eads (eV) ref 

Ni (111) CH4 

CO2 

CO 

H2 

C 

H2O 

Top 

Top 

Hcp 

Top 

Hcp 

Top 

 

C-Ni=3.85 

-0.02 

-0.02 

-1.92 

-0.22 

-6.78 

-0.29 

[153] 

Ni-Pt CH4 Ni Top C-Ni=3.92 -0.005 [172] 

CO2 Pt-Bri C-O=1.28,1.21 -0.15 

CO Ni-FCC C-Ni=1.96 -1.83 

H2 Ni-Top H-Ni=2.94, H-H=0.75  

C Ni-FCC C-Ni=1.78 -6.73 

H2O Pt-Top O-Pt=2.73 -0.03 

Ni15/ZrO2 

 

 

CH4 Top C-Ni= 2.25 -0.06, -1.05 [171] 

CO2 Bridge C-Ni= 2.01 -1.29 

CO 3-fold hollow C-Ni= 1.92 -3.49 

H 3-fold hollow  -3.46 

C 4-fold hollow C-Ni =1.84 -9.21 

Figure 4. The potential energy profiles for CH4 sequential dissociation over Ni(111) and Ni15/ZrO2. [171] 
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O 3-fold hollow  -7.25 

Ni4/αMoC(111) CH4 Top C-Ni=2.08 -0.39 [173] 

CO2 C-Bri, O-top C-Ni=1.86 -0.91  

CO C-hollow C-Ni= 1.74 -1.92  

H2 Top  -0.48  

C C-hollow C-Ni=1.73 -6.77  

H2O O-Top  -0.75  

Ni-Pt CH4 Top C-Ni= 3.7 -0.198 [159] 

CO2     

CO Pt-Top C-Ni= 1.94 -0.901  

H2 Pt-Top H-Ni=2.93, H-H=0.76 -0.160  

C Hcp C-Ni=1.76 -6.375  

H2O     

Ni2Fe CH4 Ni-Bridge H-Ni=2.84, 2.9 -0.1  

CO2 Fe-T C-Fe=3.62 -0.02 [155] 

CO Ni-Bridge C-Ni=1.89 -1.8  

H2 Ni-T H-Ni=2.87 0.06  

C NiFe-Hollow C-Ni/Fe=1.79 -6.72  

H2O Fe-T O-Fe=2.18 -1.8  

Ni4/MgO(100) 

 

Ni8/MgO(100) 

 

Ni12/MgO(100) 

CH4   -0.02, 0.05, -0.05  [174] 

CO2   -0.03, -0.05, 0.08  

CO   -2.42, -1.81, -1.81  

H   -0.44, -0.4, -0.2  

C   -8.14, -7.57, -8.15  

O   -3.05, -2.83, -2.42  

Pt12Ni 

 

Sn12Ni 

 

Cu12Ni 

 

CH4 Top, Holl, Top  -0.282, -0.201, -0.267 [175] 

CO2 Holl, Holl, Bri  -0.596, -0.186, -0.524  

CO Top, Holl, Top  -2.534, -0.217, -1.656  

H2 Top, Bri, Bri  -1.192, -0.134, -0.403  

C Holl, Holl, Top  -7.102, -3.655, -5.879  

H2O Holl, Holl, Top   -0.589, -0.263, -0.632  

Ni2P(001) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CH4 Ni 3-fol hollow C-Ni=3.45, C-H=1.11, 

1.12 

-0.02 [176] 

CO2 Ni Bridge C-O1=1.31,  C-O2=1.23,  

C-Ni=2 

-0.05  

CO Ni 3-fol hollow C-O=1.2 -1.97  

H2 Ni Top H-Ni=1.59, 1.63,  

H-H=0.91 

-0.71  

C Ni 3-fol hollow C-Ni=1.81, 1.82 -6.53  

H2O Ni Top O-Ni=2.13, O-H= 1.01 -0.5  
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Table 4. The dissociation barriers (Ea/eV) and the reaction energies (ΔE/eV) for the elementary 
steps involved in DRM reaction on different Ni-based catalysts and Ni surfaces. 

II.5.2. CO2 dissociation 

The activation of CO2 is a crucial step in the DRM process since it provides the primary 

oxidizer to the reaction [168]. The hydrogen adsorbed on the surface of the catalyst 

promotes CO2 activation to form adsorbed OH and CO [165]. Experimentally and 

theoretically, the activation of C−O bond of CO2 follows three different pathways: (i) 

direct dissociation to form CO and O ; (ii) CO2 hydrogenation to form COOH or HCOO, 

which can be even more dissociated into CO and OH, or (iii) CHO and O atom [59, 161, 

176, 178] as showed in the following reactions: 

𝐶𝑂2
∗  + ∗ →  𝐶𝑂∗  + 𝑂∗                       (2.2) 

𝐶𝑂2
∗  + 𝐻∗  →  𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻∗  + ∗ →  𝐶𝑂∗  +  𝑂𝐻∗     (3.2) 

𝐶𝑂2
∗  +  𝐻∗  →  𝐻𝐶𝑂𝑂∗  + ∗ →  𝐶𝐻𝑂∗  + 𝑂∗     (4.2) 

 
Elementary 
step 

CH4→CH3+H CH3→CH2+H CH2→CH+H CH→C+H CO2→CO+O ref 

Ea ∆E Ea ∆E Ea ∆E Ea ∆E Ea ∆E  

Ni15/ZrO2 0.69 -0.69 0.91 -0.29 0.76 -0.93 0.35 -0.46 1.61 -0.52 [171] 

Pt12Ni 
0.29
5 

-0.252 0.577 -0.003 0.187 -0.160 0.238 -0.71   [175] 

Sn12Ni 
2.98
1 

1.687 3.809 2.348 0.802 0.016 2.809 2.306    

Cu12Ni 
1.14
2 

0.009 1.548 0.322 0.031 -0.004 0.601 0.005    

Ni4/MgO(100) 1.96 -0.77 0.17 -0.17 0.56 -0.55 0.47 -0.01 0.52 -0.32 [174] 

Ni8/MgO(100) 2.24 0.12 1.54 0.86 2.31 -0.29 0.91 0.76 0.3 -0.52  

Ni12/MgO(100) 3.45 0.10 2.58 0.77 1.92 -0.13 1.39 0.55 1.15 -0.84  

NiPt(111) 
1.05
7 

0.118 0.297 0.175 0.575 -0.224 
0.144
5 

0.815   [159] 

Ni3C(001) 0.58 -0.64 0.66 -0.27 0.39 -0.57 1.14 0.12   [177] 

Ni3C(111) 0.66 -0.53 0.76 -0.01 0.33 -0.66 0.86 0.07    

Ni(100) 
1.23
3 

0.674 0.622 0.093 0.218 -0.331 0.643 -0.031   [156] 

Ni(553) 
1.07
8 

0.083 0.715 -0.083 0.145 -0.508 
0.046
6 

-0.29    

Ni(211) 0.61 -0.29 0.64 0.24 0.17 -0.64 0.52 -0.28   [177] 

Ni(111) 0.88 0.01 0.73 0.06 0.32 -0.33 1.35 0.54    

Ni(111) 0.89 0.04 0.72 0.15 0.36 -0.32 1.46 0.61 2.44 -0.96 [175] 

Ni(111) 
1.48 
 

0.42 0.82 0.316 0.43 -0.137 1.456 0.81   [159] 
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The H atom in the reaction pathway (3.2) results from CH4 dissociation, which 

subsequently promotes the activation of CO2 by attacking its C atom, leading to produce 

the intermediate COOH. The dissociation of COOH finally yields to the adsorbed CO and 

oxidant OH. The path (4.2) describes the formation of intermediate COOH, which 

dissociates into CHO and H. Subsequently, the adsorbed CHO dissociates to produce the 

adsorbed CO [157, 179]. 

The DFT calculations [59, 153, 171, 180] showed that the CO2 molecule is only physically 

adsorbed on the Ni(111) surface and maintains its linear conformation in the adsorbed 

state. Furthermore, it was reported that the direct dissociation of the CO2 over Ni (111) 

surface is the dominant reaction pathway. The primary oxidant involved in the DRM 

process was predicted to be the O resulted from this reaction, noting that the role of OH 

is not negligible because of the comparable energy barriers. On the other hand, the 

contribution of the HCOO pathway is lower, while the COOH pathway contribution could 

be insignificant. 

However, many authors [161, 168, 171, 176, 181] have investigated the effect of 

supported and doped Ni on the adsorption energy and dissociation of CO2. 

In their work, Guharoy et al. [168] described the role of the Ni-Sn catalyst in CO2 

conversion; for the dissociation of CO2, the initial state configuration is represented by 

the chemisorbed structure of CO2 on the off-top position over the surface of NiSn1. In 

contrast, the final state shows that CO prefers to locate on the fcc site and O on the 

opposite bridge site. Compared with the activation of CO2 over the Ni(111) surface, the 

reaction energy was almost double on the Ni(111) surface, facilitating a lower activation 

energy barrier. The same conclusion was drawn by Dou et al. [171] comparing the CO2 

dissociation on Ni(111) and Ni15/ZrO2 surfaces. Additionally, they found that the CO and 
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O resulting species prefer to adsorb at the adjacent bridge site and the bridge site, 

respectively, with a stretch in C-O bond length. In the final state, the CO and O species 

migrate to the adjacent 3-fold hollow site. 

Niu et al. [157] investigated the adsorption and dissociation mechanism of CO2 over 

Pt(111) surface and concluded that the pathway (ii) is the more straightforward reaction 

to be carried out compared to other routes because of the lower activation barrier 

compared with the two other reactions pathways; however, the pathway (iii) is 

unfavorable both kinetically and thermodynamically. 

II.6.  Reversal of the Water-Gas Shift (RWGS)  

The reverse water-gas-shift reaction (Eq. 5) is critical in producing hydrogen from steam 

and carbon monoxide [172]. Generally, the thermodynamics of the RWGS process seems 

to be more favorable at elevated temperatures to obtain a high degree of activity [173].  

Numerous chemical routes for RWGS have been suggested in the literature, including 

formate, carboxyl, and redox processes, as well as those involving COH production 

(Figure 5) [174-176].  

 

Figure 5. Overall reaction mechanism of RWGS. Adapted with permission from ref [177] © 
2018 American Chemical Society. 

According to recent theoretical studies, the formate and carboxyl processes are the most 

favorable reaction routes[178]. Additionally, in comparison to other pathways, formate 
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intermediates are the most abundant species identified owing to their high dissociation 

barrier energy. This indicates that the formate route is not prevalent[179]. It is worth 

noting that the rate-determining step in the Water Gas Shift (WGS) reaction is the 

dissociation of water on metallic surfaces[180].  

The WGS may be improved across various metal-based catalysts, depending on the 

resistance of the catalyst to poisoning and its working temperature. Due to their 

availability, cheap cost, and strong catalytic activity, nickel-based catalysts are 

extensively employed in dry reforming methane. They are also active in WGS. 

Additionally, the WGS reaction has been studied on a wide variety of supported noble 

metals, including Rh, Pt, Pd, Ru, and Cu [181, 182], and it was discovered that the reaction 

is substantially enhanced when composite materials containing oxides are formed. These 

complexes serve as bifunctional catalysts, exhibiting both metal and oxide characteristics, 

increasing the kinetic reaction of WGS at the interface[183].  

Zhang et al. [184] recently published a DFT calculation examining the redox reaction 

mechanism for RWGS on various nickel surfaces. Their findings indicate that the reactive 

species of the RWGS (CO, H2O) preferentially absorb Ni(311) rather than on Ni (111). 

Because the energy barriers needed to activate CO2 and produce water molecules are 

smaller on the Ni(311) surface, the RWGS reaction is preferred over the Ni(311) surface.  

Yuan et al. [185] studied the CO2 hydrogenation of the extended Ni(111) surface and the 

Ni(111) system with re-doping. The obtained findings indicated that the adsorption 

energy of CO2 absorbed over the Re-doped Ni(111) surface was -0.48 eV more than that 

of the extended Ni(111) surface, suggesting the strong adsorption of the doped system. 

Similarly, the activation energy of CO2 dissociation to CO* and O* was found to be lower 

on the Re-doped Ni(111) surface than on the pure Ni(111) surface, indicating that doping 
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the Ni(111) surface with Re encourages the O atom of CO2 to adsorb on the Re and 

therefore increases C-O bond dissociation. Because of the given DFT findings, it seems as 

if the bimetallic alloy can alter the activity and selectivity of the RWGS reaction.  

II.7. Effect of the support 

II.7.1.  Nature of the support 

Recently, the DFT technique was used to examine the effect of the support on the 

performance of the Ni-based catalyst [95, 186]. Due to the MgO poor adsorption 

capabilities of the support, it has been claimed that it is not directly involved in the DRM 

process. However, the Mg vacancy acts as a strong anchor for the Ni cluster, inhibiting Ni 

particle aggregation and maintaining their separation. Additionally, the inclusion of MgO 

alters the chemical route for CO2 methanation, switching it from the formate pathway 

through the HCOOH* intermediate over the Ni(111) surface to the formate pathway via 

the H2COO* intermediate over the Ni/MgO surface. MgO is also advantageous for CH2* 

hydrogenation and OH removal during the CO2 methanation reaction due to its lower 

activation energy requirement than the extended Ni surface, which could be attributed to 

the strong adsorption of dissociated OH* on the Ni/MgO surface due to the high basicity 

of the MgO support.  

On the other hand, the inclusion of MgO support enhances the Ni reducibility of the 

Ni/MgO surface, as shown by the Bader charge analysis. This may further increase the C-

terminal hydrogenation of CO2, which is the step that results in the optimum route is 

different from the one on the Ni(111) surface. Lustemberg et al. [128] investigated the 

DRM reaction on the Ni/CeO2(111) surface using experimental and DFT techniques. They 

discovered that altering the stoichiometric circumstances or the reduced nature of the 

support may induce a significant electronic disturbance in the Ni nanoparticles, resulting 
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in a dramatic shift in the chemical characteristics of the catalyst toward the DRM process. 

In other words, when the reduction of the ceria support rises, the oxidation state of Ni 

nanoparticles changes from +2 to 0, demonstrating the considerable ability of the support 

to sustain oxidized Ni2+ by accommodating electrons in localized f-states[161]. This leads 

to an improvement in the stability of the chemisorbed CH4 molecules owing to the lower 

activation barrier (0.04 eV) compared to the high activation barrier of the extended 

Ni(111) surface (0.8-1eV) [187, 188]. Additionally, it was discovered [189] that CO2 

dissociates with no energy barrier on the oxygen defect sites of CeO2, in contrast to the 

high barrier demand on the flawless CeO2 surface, indicating a critical function for the 

shape of the support.  

Recent researches [19, 190] used DFT to investigate the reducibility and non-reducibility 

of Ni-based catalysts in DRM reactions. The obtained findings indicated that the 

estimated barrier energy for methane dissociation on the decreased Ni(100) surface was 

less than the 0.83 eV barrier energy calculated for the NiO(100) surface. However, the 

dissociation of CH4 on the NiO(110) surface occurs with barrier energy of 0.59 eV and 

reaction energy of 0.25 eV, indicating that, although being less stable, the NiO(110) 

surface is more active in dissociating CH4. In terms of coke deposition, the findings 

showed that it is simple to produce coke on the extended Ni(111) surface due to the C 

atom's low activation energy and high adsorption energy. In comparison, Ni oxide 

exhibited a more excellent coke resistance due to the lack of C adsorption.  

II.7.2. Oxygen vacancy  

Oxygen vacancies (OVs) are critical in various chemical reactions, including DRM. OVs can 

alter oxide surfaces' geometric and electrical structure, thus their chemical 

characteristics. Additionally, OVs may directly coordinate locations for enhanced inert 
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molecule adsorption, such as CO2 and O2. Because electrons are localized in OVs, they may 

serve as charge donor sites, activating these molecules[191, 192].  

The results obtained by Wang et al. [193] indicate that the most active catalyst among 

those produced is the one with the greatest concentration of OVs, which serve as active 

sites for CO2 activation. Additionally, the presence of OV has been shown to accelerate the 

production and dissociation of CO2 intermediates [194]. CO2 adsorption/activation occurs 

on decreased ceria or in the presence of H2, signaling that the existence and composition 

of a vacancy are necessary (see Figure 6).  

 

Figure 6.Proposed mechanism for CO2 activation on ceria surface. Adapted with permission 

from ref [194] © 2019 Frontiers in Chemistry. 

According to some authors [195-197], the metal-oxide catalysts' OV formation energy may 

contribute to the CH4 oxidation process and the CH bond activation energy. Additionally, 

it is well recognized that increasing oxygen mobility is critical for increasing coke 

resistance and catalyst sintering[198].  

The surface defect sites of the catalyst are essential because they participate in the 

adsorption process, which is a critical stage in the DRM reaction. Thus, the distribution of 

OVs on the catalyst surface is the sole acceptable criterion for limiting the search for the 

lowest energy architectures. As with the (101) surface of anatase TiO2, where the 

subsurface OVs are more stable than the surface OVs [199,200], the topmost oxygen 

desorbs first as a necessary step in surface reactions.  
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Recently, DFT computations have received considerable attention for their significance 

and presence in the DRM process. Thus, different discoveries have arisen that add to our 

understanding of OVs' relative stability and electron localization on the support surface 

and subsurface.  

The O surface vacancy formation energy (EOvac), defined as the energy needed to remove 

one O atom from the catalyst surface, may also be utilized as a descriptor to forecast the 

performance of such catalysts.  

Hinuma et al. [199] used the same calculation level to determine the EOvac for various 

oxide surfaces. Compared to the energy of creation and the electron affinity, they 

discovered a significant connection between EOvac and Band Gap (BG). This finding is 

consistent with the fact that the oxygen vacancy is regarded as the breakage of metal-

oxygen bonds. Thus, the HOMO-LUMO gap should affect the EOVac. Additionally, the 

scientists examined the adsorption of O2, NO, CO, CO2, and H2 molecules on an oxygen-

deficient surface. The EOvac values determined in this research suggest that their 

adsorption energies and mechanisms of adsorption are highly dependent on EOvac. The 

findings of this research may provide further light on the design of heterogeneous 

catalysts with appropriate oxygen vacancies for dry reforming and the prediction of their 

behavior and catalytic characteristics.  

On the other hand, Huygh et al. [201] used comprehensive DFT simulations to investigate 

the impact of oxygen vacancies on the surface reactivity of TiO2 anatase (001) towards 

CO2 breakdown. Simultaneously, it was discovered that CO2 dissociates slowly near the 

stoichiometric surface. It dissociates on a surface that contains oxygen vacancies. The 

findings of this study show that oxygen vacancies are critical for CO2 breakdown on the 
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TiO2 Anatase (001) surface. As a result, they are anticipated to play a significant part in 

the CO2 conversion process throughout the DRM.  

II.7.3. Metal loading and particle size 

Particle size and metal loading are critical parameters in the catalytic reaction process. 

Consequently, many efforts have been undertaken to characterize the catalytic 

performance of samples according to their shape. According to extensive experimental 

investigations [202-204], reducing the size of Ni nanoparticles has a significant effect on 

catalytic activity and coke resistance. On the other hand, the value of the critical size 

remains a matter of dispute. According to many publications [205-209], the crucial size of 

Ni nanoparticles varies between 2 and 20 nm depending on the support type and reaction 

conditions; furthermore, when Ni is added to increase catalyst stability, choosing the 

optimal loading is essential. In this context, DFT provides critical information on the 

effects of particle size and Ni nanoparticle loading content on the DRM process, which 

may aid in our understanding of the process and guide future researches toward the 

development of stable, high-performance catalysts. Guo et al. [157] investigated the DRM 

reaction process in terms of various Ni nanocluster sizes (Ni4, Ni8, and Ni12) supported on 

a MgO(100) surface. The findings indicate that when the size of the Ni nanocluster 

reduces, CH dissociation, C oxidation, and the energy barriers associated with CH4 

dissociated adsorption decrease. According to the Hirshfeld charges analysis of the three 

systems, only Ni atoms in the two layers closest to MgO may accept electrons from the 

support, and the primary electron transfer occurs between the Ni atoms and the directly 

contacted species. Consequently, catalyst systems containing nanoclusters of nickel 

exhibit high catalytic activity, as Ni atoms in contact with the support surface gain 

additional electrons. Similarly, DFT findings on the effect of clustering on carbon 
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deposition on Ni(001) nanofacets [209] showed that the binding energy of the C atom on 

Ni nanocubes less than 5nm in size was reduced as anticipated.  

On the other hand, the electronic action of the CeO2(111) on the highly scattered Ni atoms 

results in the production of Ni in its most oxidized state, namely +2. This is consistent 

with the experimental findings showing that at low temperatures and 0.2ML coverages, 

a significant Ni dispersion occurs on the CeO2 (111) surface, with the majority of Ni in the 

(+2) oxidation state [128]. Lustemberg et al. [101] noted that for low-loading M/CeO2 

(M=Pt, Ni, Co) systems, the barrier energies for methane dissociation were lower than 

those in metal clusters and extended metal surfaces due to the strong metal-support 

interaction, which resulted in the stabilization of both CH4 and CH3 + H products.  

Additionally, Pan et al. [210] demonstrated that CO2 is likely adsorbed and activated at the 

metal-support interface sites in their DFT study of CO2 adsorption over -Al2O3 supported 

3d transition metal dimers (Sc-Cu). This suggestion may be accomplished experimentally 

by increasing the metal dispersion over the support surface. On the other hand, big 

nanoparticles diminish the interface while maintaining the same metal loading, resulting 

in decreased catalytic activity.  

II.7.4. Metal-support interactions 

Active metals and supports are critical components of heterogeneous catalysts and are 

primarily utilized in the chemical industry and research. Metal-support interaction 

affects the stability and dispersion of active metals and may alter their morphology and 

electronic structural characteristics, resulting in increased catalytic activity [192, 211].  

Metal-support interactions are extensively researched in the catalysis field since they 

reflect the impact of the active phase and close catalytic support. Further study is 

required to understand better the nature of metal-support interactions and their effect 
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on the characteristics and reaction activity of the catalyst. Strong metal-support 

interactions (SMSI) have recently been identified as a possible explanation for the 

variations in the decreased activity of supported catalysts, and (Temperature 

programmed reduction) TPR profiles are usually employed to determine the existence of 

SMSI [212, 213].  

Additionally, the presence of SMSI may enhance the catalytic activity by preserving the 

particle size and generating a high active metal dispersion (Figure 7), which is primarily 

responsible for the resistance to sintering and coke production [22].  

In their research, Liu et al. [214] showed that the SMSI between Ru and Fe is critical for 

stabilizing the Ru atoms and promoting the ripening of RuO2 aggregates.  

 

 

 

Recently, DFT studies [39, 149, 212, 215, 216] have been widely utilized to understand 

metal-support interactions further, thus opening up new and improved routes for 

controlling current reactions and elucidating essential elements of the catalytic process.  

The activation energy needed to break the C-H bonds of methane adsorbed on the catalyst 

surface involved in SMSI may be predicted using DFT simulations. According to[217], the 

primary source of chemical change between adsorbed species and active sites is the 

electronic distribution in the active metal. It results from the reducibility and varied 

stoichiometry of the support.  

Figure 7.The effect of SMSI on the dispersion of particles over the support surface. 
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According to Rounder et al. [218], the electrons transported from the active metal to the 

support appear as bound state electron-hole pairs stabilized and locked at the interface 

due to Coulomb interactions. As a result, it is challenging to include the active sites in 

reactions. Additionally, they proposed that the polarization effect might be caused by the 

extra electron charges on the metal surface being replaced by charge carriers that can 

freely travel on the support surface. Thus, the electrical polarization generated by metal-

support contact is analogous to the bias potential n in electrochemical experiments. As a 

result, they determined that the metal-support interaction is caused by a potential 

difference caused by the slight electrical charge on the supported metal. Furthermore, it 

was discovered that alumina displays a weak metal-support interaction (WMSI), which is 

thought to be linked to the low electrical polarization of the oxide supports.  

DFT simulations of Van Heerden[212] showed that CO dissociation over unsupported 

cobalt is not appropriate for particular applications owing CO dissociation over 

unsupported cobalt is inappropriate for a specific reason applications due to the high 

barrier energy. However, the CO molecules were dissociated favorably in the presence of 

surface hydrogen, defect sites, or edges, indicating that the presence of the ligand has a 

comparable impact to the influence of the promoter on CO dissociation as opposed to the 

metal-support interaction.  

Moreover, Zhang et al. [219] investigated the stable adsorption sites for Ni atoms on the                            

α-Al2O3(0001) surface. They found three types of stable adsorption sites on the surface 

for a single Ni atom, the most appropriate is the oxygen threefold empty site. Additionally, 

as the number of Ni atoms increases, no location on the support is favored for Ni 

adsorption. Once the Ni cluster has been adsorbed onto the support, the electron charge 

is transferred inside the metal. Local polarization created by the support surface 
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stabilizes and fixes the metal cluster to the support surface. Ni atoms' diffusion activation 

energy was reduced across sites on the support surface, enabling Ni atom movement.  

The findings of this research may contribute to a better understanding of the metal-

support interaction and offer helpful guidance for designing and creating new and 

effective DRM catalyst systems. 

On the other hand, it is worth mentioning that the traditional SMSI may lead to the active 

metal sites blockage and degradation of catalytic performance due to the migration of 

oxide species from the reduced support to the metal sites[39] (see Figure 8). Recent 

studies[220-222]on Co, Pt, and Ni supported over TiO2 catalysts revealed that the TiOx 

layers covered the metal nanoparticles migrated from the support, resulting in 

suppression of chemisorption capacities of the reactants.  

 

Figure 8. The conventional SMSI formation process. Reproduced with permission from ref [223] 

© 2020 Springer Nature. 

In contrast, it has been found [21, 224] that the reducible CeO2 support could modify the 

electronic properties of low-loaded nickel particles in direct contact by changing their 

oxidation state during oxidation. More specifically, due to the strong metal-support 

interactions between Ni and ceria, two 4s electrons of Ni atoms, which are in direct 

contact with the support surface, are transferred to the vacant 4f band of the ceria, 

leading to reduce two Ce4+ ions to Ce3+. Simultaneously, the Ni atom oxidizes to Ni2+, 
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whereas those on the top remain in their metallic state (Ni0), showing the rapid decrease 

in the metal-ceria interaction. Moreover, it has been demonstrated[225] that the two 

excess electrons produced by forming a neutral oxygen vacancy e localized at cation sites 

in the outer plane of cations, leading to reducing the Ce4+. The most energetically stable 

near-surface oxygen vacancy structures have vacancies at subsurface oxygen locations 

for a wide range of vacancy concentrations. The adsorption energy of the Ni atom 

decreases with an increasing degree of near-surface reduction, and Ni adatoms regain 

their metallic character (Ni2+ → Ni1+ → Ni0). Basically, as the concentration of Ce3+ ions 

increases, it becomes increasingly difficult for Ni to transfer charges to the already 

reduced support, which is consistent with the experimental findings and demonstrates 

that Ni binding is greater at low coverage on a ceria surface with less reduction[21]. This 

suggests that the ability of ceria to stabilize oxidized nickel species (Ni2+) on the CeO2 

surface by re-localizing electrons on localized f-states (Ce3+), is a key factor in 

determining the Ni heat of adsorption. These findings are very different compared to 

those obtained from previous studies on three-dimensional nanoparticles and extended 

nickel surfaces[188].  

Consequently, the strong Ni-ceria interaction present at low Ni loadings results in active 

and stable Ni-CeO2 catalysts for methane activation, allowing the use of the adsorbed CHx 

compounds for chemical processes. Additionally, such Ni-ceria systems were also found 

to be active towards DRM process at a low temperature of 700 K. The C atoms produced 

by total CH4 dissociation interact with lattice oxygen atoms at this temperature to 

produce CO molecules, which desorb in the gaseous phase, creating an oxygen 

vacancy[224].  
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Li et al. [149] demonstrated that by lowering the MSI, absorbed CH4 and H2 may alter the 

structure of the Ni4 cluster supported on the (100) -alumina surface. This finding may 

offer further information on the Ni/γ-Al2O3 interaction and the mechanism by which the 

SMSI leads to the development of carbon nanotubes.  

II.8. Deactivation 

II.8.1. Coke deposition  

Carbon deposition on the catalyst surface is mainly caused by direct CH4 cracking on the 

active metallic phase, which results in active site blockage and, therefore, catalytic 

deactivation[226]. When the catalyst is new, the carbon deposition process is usually 

quicker, as the CH4 goes through a series of breakdown stages to generate deposited 

carbon and H2. Carbon is then oxidized through O adatoms liberated during CO2 

dissociation (𝐶 +  𝑂2  →  𝐶𝑂2), as shown in Figure 9. Consequently, coke production at 

elevated temperatures is caused by unoxidized carbon adhering to the metal surface 

[227].  

 

Figure 9. A schematic diagram for the dominant reactions in the DRM process, including coke 

formation. Reproduced with permission from ref [106] © 2020 MDPI. 

The second possibility is CO disproportionation through the Boudouard reaction (Eq. 3), 

which is thermodynamically favorable at high pressures and temperatures and may 
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result in the formation of additional carbon. In their experiments, Nagaoka et al.[228] 

discovered that coke deposited on different supported Ru catalysts at 2 MPa was more 

significant than coke deposited at 0.1 MPa on the same catalysts. McKenzie et al. [229] 

also found that the temperature of the reaction and the molar ratios of the different 

species involved had a significant effect on carbon deposition.  

The ratio of carbon produced by CH4 dissociation and CO disproportionation to surface 

carbon oxidized by CO2 affects the pace and quantity of carbon deposited on the catalyst 

surface.  

The dissolving and surface coupling mechanisms have been proposed as alternative 

mechanisms for carbon deposition. Carbide precipitates on the backside of active metal 

nanoparticles due to surface carbon dissolving in the bulk of the metal, producing a 

carbon nanofilament. On the other hand, the deposited surface carbon will rearrange to 

form a stable surface cluster during the surface coupling process[230, 231].  

The following table summarizes the potential carbon deposition reactions:  

𝐶𝑂(𝑔)  +  𝐻2(𝑔)  ↔  𝐻2𝑂(𝑔) +  𝐶(𝑠)  ∆H°298K= -131.3 kJ mol-1 (10) 

𝐶𝑂2(𝑔) +  2𝐻2(𝑔) ↔  2𝐻2𝑂(𝑠) +  𝐶(𝑠)  ∆H°298K= -90.1 kJ mol-1 (11) 

According to DFT simulations [163], the amount of carbon deposited is highly dependent 

on the main oxidation route of the C-H bond in the overall oxidation process and the high 

energy barrier associated with CO dissociation. As a consequence, it has been determined 

that the Ni(111) surface is the most resistant to carbon deposition in comparison to the 

Ni(211) and Ni3C(111) surfaces, which exhibit only negligible resistance.  

Coke formed on the surface of the catalyst can take on a variety of shapes (carbide, 

amorphous, polymeric, nanotubes, graphene type, shell-type graphitic), depending on the 
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nature of the active metal and support/promoter, the support surface area, the location 

of the active metal concentration, the temperature, and the duration of the reaction[232-

235].  

According to Aramouni et al. [18], coke may be formed in three primary forms: gum, 

pyrolytic coke, or whiskers. At lower temperatures, the gum is produced as a CHx 

monolayer or multilayer graphene that envelopes the catalyst, while pyrolytic coke and 

whiskers are more often created at higher temperatures. Pyrolytic coke is usually 

produced at elevated temperatures using heavy hydrocarbons. Whisker carbon, 

sometimes called filamentous carbon, is the most abundant carbon type deposited on 

nickel-based catalysts. This carbon is formed at elevated temperatures and is preferred 

in the absence of water and aromatic compounds. 

Additionally, the various carbon sources produced during the reaction (from the 

Boudouard reaction, CH4, and other decomposition) agglomerate on the exposed side of 

the catalyst. They formed a filamentous carbon that grows around the active metal 

eventually covers the Ni crystal, pushing it out of the catalyst. However, since filamentous 

carbon does not immediately deactivate the catalyst, less deactivation will be seen 

throughout the reaction.  

On the other hand, the Ni particle will ultimately disintegrate when the carbon filaments 

clash with its pore walls, owing to the carbon filaments' great mechanical strength[236]. 

Thus, the production and deposition of coke may result in catalyst deactivation 

throughout the DRM process, leading to reduced durability and activity [237]. As a result, 

it is critical to maintain control.  

To get a better understanding of the coke-resistance of Ni single-atom catalysts (SACs), 

Akri et al. [227] used DFT calculations to examine the first two pathways of CH4 
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breakdown on the Ni1/CeO2(111) surface, as well as the decomposition series of CH3 

fragment. They discovered that dehydrogenating methyl, CH3→CH2+H, was 

thermodynamically unfavorable due to its significant activation barrier. As a result, the 

presence of CO in the catalytic system looked contradictory. They evaluated CH3 

oxidation to CH3O as a possible alternate pathway for converting reactively generated 

CH3 to CO after the first CH4 activation without carbon deposition. The oxidation of CH3 

to CH3O over a Ni1/CeO2 catalyst is exothermic and has a low energy barrier. 

Simultaneously, it was discovered that the following dehydrogenation of CH3O to CHO is 

highly exothermic, while the rate-determining step leading to the final CO product (HCO 

CO+ H) is endothermic. Consequently, they determined that oxidizing CH3 to CH3O is a 

plausible indirect route for dehydrogenating CH3 to CO.  

Additionally, Senanayake et al. [238] demonstrated that electrical disturbance of the 

metal-support system in the Ni-CeO2 catalyst might reduce the ability of Ni to dissociate 

C-O, resulting in less carbon deposition on the catalytic surface. Furthermore, Yang et al. 

[239] hypothesized that electrons released from oxygen vacancies in ceria might move to 

the empty d-orbital of Ni0 through the Ni-CeO2 interface, thus inhibiting the breakdown 

of CH4.  

Omran et al. [106] have studied the carbon deposition mechanism on a bimetallic Ni2Cu 

catalyst using DFT-assisted microkinetic analysis. Their findings indicated that most 

carbon deposits occur through the CH4 dissociation route. In comparison, the carbon 

produced by CO2 was insignificant owing to the low-rate constant (k) of CO*. Moreover, 

the quantity of carbon deposited is highly dependent on the kCH/C oxidation pathway 

ratio. Wang et al.[163]  found that raising this ratio decreases carbon deposition in this 

respect. Their study of the temperature impact on carbon formation (from 800 to 1000 
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K) revealed that the rate constants for C*+O* and CH*+O* (or + OH*) formation are 

proportional to rising temperature. The rate constant of carbon oxidation by O or OH was 

greater than that of CH breakdown. As a result, increasing temperature increases 

kCH/kC(O) and decreases kCH/kC(OH), indicating that carbon deposition by atomic O is easily 

removed at elevated temperatures. This highlights the critical role of the OH in limiting 

carbon deposition via the CH dissociation pathway, whereas kCH/kC(O) << kCH/kC(OH). 

Additionally, the energy barrier for the reaction, 𝐶∗ + 𝑂∗ → 𝐶𝑂(𝑔), which was the most 

favorable, was 0.72 eV. This result was much less than those achieved when NiF2(111) 

and Ni(111) catalysts were used [138, 240-242]. As a result, DFT showed the high 

resistance performance of Ni2Cu catalyst toward coke deposition compared to previously 

reported catalysts.  

II.8.2.  Sintering  

Although transition metals are a less costly and plentiful source of catalytic precursors 

than noble metals in DRM, understanding the rapid deactivation caused by coke 

deposition and catalyst sintering under DRM conditions is a significant issue [217]. Due 

to the robust stability of CH4 and CO2, the DRM requires considerable activation energy 

to initiate the downstream chemistry, rendering the reaction endothermic and 

necessitating a high temperature. Additionally, secondary exothermic reactions such as 

the Boudouard reaction, the WGS, and the conversion of CH3O to CHO occur during the 

reaction, resulting in an increased local temperature that adversely affects the stability of 

metal particles the catalytic activity by causing catalyst sintering. As a result, sintering is 

the primary mechanism through which catalysts deactivate at elevated temperatures [68, 

243].  
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Sintering is a thermal process that results in the migration of metallic nanocrystals (NCs) 

across support due to the weak metal-support contact and the strong chemical driving 

force. NCs aggregate to create a nanocluster with a smaller surface area and a variety of 

structural variations. To comprehend the growth of NCs, two mechanism routes have 

usually been proposed: Ostwald ripening (OR) and crystallite migration and coalescence 

(CMC) processes (see Figure 10). OR explains the migration of single metal atoms in three 

steps: I production and migration of metal adatoms and metal-ligand complexes from 

metallic crystals, (ii) dispersion of the generated species across the support surface or in 

the gas phase (iii) species attraction through increasing NCs. Alternatively, the CMC 

process may be characterized as the aggregation and cohesiveness of many single-

crystalline clusters due to Brownian motion and proximity[244, 245]. Sintering has also 

been reported to occur due to a decrease in the surface energy of crystallites due to their 

size-dependent mobility on the catalyst carrier, leading to the collapse of support holes 

on active phase metals[246]. 

 

Figure 10. Ostwald ripening (OR), upper scheme, and crystallite migration and coalescence 

(CMC), lower scheme. Reproduced with permission from ref [244] © 2020 American Chemical 

Society. 

Additionally, it was discovered that a high H2O concentration [247], a large particle size 

and a high particle loading [248], a weak metal-support interaction [244], and a low metal 
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dispersion on the surface of the support [243, 249] could all contribute to the 

development of more pronounced sintering phenomena. Consequently, many efforts and 

methods have been developed to provide superior anti-sintering performance while 

minimizing catalyst regeneration and recovery costs. To this end, it has been reported 

[48, 243, 250, 251] that the increased sintering resistance at elevated temperatures is due 

to the confinement effect, which is facilitated by the mesoporous supports core-shell 

structure of the support and by strong metal-support contacts. As a result, it is critical to 

improve metal-support interactions further to avoid sintering. Numerous studies have 

also used Molecular Dynamics Simulation to study the mechanism of sintering events in 

recent years [252-255]. However, DFT simulations have been widely utilized to open new 

avenues for studying the behavior of the metallic phase over a variety of support surfaces 

and to shed further light on catalyst deactivation through sintering.  

Xu et al. [256] used DFT to shed light on the mechanism behind the increased rate of 

sintering of Ni nanoparticles in a water vapor environment. Their findings indicated that 

the attractive contact between Ni nanoclusters was responsible for the sintering of Ni 

nanoparticles in a vacuum. For the adsorption and dissociation of H2O, it was discovered 

that increasing the number of H2O molecules on the Ni surface favors their adsorption 

owing to the H-bond interaction and the resulting reduction in activation energy. 

Additionally, adsorption simulations on Ni clusters with O, H, and OH-terminated 

molecules showed that the most significant interaction between Ni clusters and other 

terminated H and OH occurred in a vacuum compared to Ni clusters and additional 

terminated H and OH. Two Ni clusters approach one another more rapidly in the presence 

of vapor than in a vacuum due to the strong attraction produced by the O terminations.  
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On the other hand, Zou et al. [156] reported the Bader charges and partial density of state 

(PDOS) of Ni4/α-MoC(111) and Ni4 /MgO(100) catalysts using a DFT method. The 

findings show that the α-MoC(111) and defective MgO(100) surfaces have the opposite 

electron impact on the Ni4 cluster (electrons move from the Ni4 cluster to the support 

surface in the Ni4/α-MoC(111) catalyst and from the support surface to the Ni4 cluster in 

the Ni4/MgO(100) catalyst). This results in a stable contact between the metal and the 

support (SMSI). Consequently, Ni4/α-MoC(111) catalyst exhibited a high binding to 

reaction intermediates (*CH3,*CH2, and *CH)  and a lesser binding to *C, *H, and *O terms 

of Bader charges. According to prior studies, the strong metal-support contact indicated 

in this study may inhibit sintering and carbon production.  

II.9. Current challenges 

Identifying a novel catalyst appropriate for a particular reaction is just the beginning of a 

series of procedures required for the technical implementation of this catalyst under 

specified operating circumstances. Thus, the ability of the designed catalyst to remain 

active under realistic reaction conditions, its stability over time, implying resistance to 

deactivation via carbon deposition and sintering, and its capacity to achieve high reactant 

conversion and selectivity, remain critical challenges for in-silico investigation in the 

DRM process. As a result, the intrinsic development of precise simulation tools for 

catalysts' characteristics and methodological enhancement is needed [257]. Additionally, 

the process of creating novel catalysts at the atomic level spans many time and length 

scales owing to the significant discrepancy between computational and experimental 

data [258]. Due to the precise capture of metals' delocalized electron structure, periodic 

slab models provide a practical approximation for simulating heterogeneous catalysts for 

big metal nanoparticles (> 5nm). However, creating such models may be problematic due 

to many terminated surfaces. Graph theory [259] and covariant transformations[260] 
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have been suggested to address this issue. It is difficult to estimate the surfaces of alloy 

catalysts. As a result, perfect surfaces are often used in HTS (high-throughput screening) 

simulations to investigate reactivity trends[258]. Another challenge in predicting catalyst 

activity is the substantial change in the reaction rate constant caused by a slight change 

in the energy barrier, which often results in an accuracy mistake. As a result, only 

approximation techniques can determine the transition state energies for large catalytic 

systems. Additionally, functionals based on the Generalized Gradient Approximation 

(GGA) are often employed in the area, with up to 20 kJ/mol errors for reaction barriers 

and adsorption energies [261]. Although it has been successfully used to characterize 

trends in DRM catalysts, correctly modelling the metal-support interface at a nanometric 

scale remains a problem since it is computationally costly even at the GGA level [261, 262].  

Moreover, when describing the electronic properties of the open-shell orbitals, such as 

3d and 4f orbitals in transition metals and rare-earth oxides, for example, in the Ni-ceria 

system, the delocalization problem usually occurs due to the SMSI of low-loaded Ni-ceria. 

It results from the ability of ceria to stabilize oxidized Ni species on its surface by re-

localizing electrons on localized f-states[263]. In this scenario, previous 

investigations[264, 265] on ceria surfaces have reported that pure GGA-DFT 

approximation provides a self-interaction error (SIE) and fails to describe the localized 

Ce (III) states observed by UPS[266]. Furthermore, several failures exist in all GGAs, for 

instance, the underestimation of band gaps, underestimation of energy barriers for 

molecular reactions, and overestimation of metallic character and electron 

delocalization. The fundamental reason for these constraints is the approximation to the 

unknown XC functional that does not cancel Coulomb self-interaction, which stabilizes 

solutions by delocalizing the electron density. Thus, hybrid approaches (periodic and 

clusters) [264,267, 268]have been used instead and found to provide significant 
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improvement in the description of the electronic structure. However, the high computing 

cost of periodic calculations limits its application. A more pragmatic approach and 

computationally more efficient to describe metal oxide systems containing localized d or 

f electrons is the so-called DFT+U[269]approach. The effectiveness of the DFT+U 

approach has been demonstrated in recent applications, improving the description of a 

wide range of local electron defect systems, including cation reduction such as CeO2, TiO2, 

MgO, and SiO2[270]. Recently, James et al. [271]investigated the GGA-DFT+U effect on the 

adsorption of SO2, CO, NO, and H2 on cerium oxide compared to the pure GGA-DFT. The 

obtained results (see Figure 11) demonstrated that the Hubbard U parameter is 

necessary to improve the description of the simulated catalytic behavior of cerium oxide 

on both adsorption energy values and thermodynamic reaction profiles. 

 

 

 

 

Shishkin et al.[272] investigated the impact of the Hubbard U parameter on the Ni 

interaction with ceria support. Thus, a 5.3eV value has been taken for the Ni atoms. They 

found energies of 140 and 111 kcal/mol for interface and surface vacancy formations, 

respectively. Both the energies were lower than 20 kcal/mol in the case of U=0. In the 

same context, using CO on NiO surfaces as a testing ground, Rohrabtch et al. [273] have 

demonstrated that a DFT+U approach could provide a reasonable strategy for calculating 

the bulk properties of strongly correlated transition metal compounds and lead to 

Figure 11. The adsorption energy variation with respect to U for the studied species. Adapted 

with permission from ref [271] © 2014 Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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significant breakthroughs in the description of molecular adsorption on the surfaces of 

these critical materials as well. Thus, the computed adsorption energy of CO on NiO(100) 

surface (for CO coverage of 0.25 ML) using GGA-DFT+U was 0.33 eV, remarkably close to 

the experimental value of 0.3 eV, whereas the obtained value using pure GGA-DFT was 

equal to 0.73 eV.  

However, a current drawback of the DFT+U approach is the determination of the U value 

which is still under debate[274]. This makes theoretical investigations using the DFT+U 

approach sometimes challenging for heterogeneous catalysts involving transition metals 

and rare-earth oxides, especially ceria-based catalysts. Extensive research have been 

reported to provide the optimal modulus of the U parameter for the most used materials. 

Lutfalla et al.[275] have performed a GGA-DFT+U calculation method to determine the 

optimal value of U parameter for some transition metals and rare-earth oxides aiming to 

link the calculated reduction and oxidation energies with the experimental data. Hence, 

they have recommended the following values for the calculations of the energy of oxygen-

atom transfer Ueff = 2.3, 2.0, 8.6, and 0.2 eV for Ti, V, Mo, and Ce, respectively. However, it 

is questionable whether the exact value of Ueff should be used to calculate different 

physical parameters. Furthermore, several investigations [276-278] using GGA-DFT+U 

formalism with Hubbard parameter U= 4.5 and 5 eV for ceria catalysts support found to 

provide good results for the description of the electronic properties and the estimation 

of reaction pathways. However, one drawback of this approach is that the experimental 

formation energies of Ovac are challenging to determine. Therefore, different U values 

have been reported for the same element. 

As a result, the requirement for more efficient techniques and codes to handle the 

complexity of systems, which includes the support nature of the actual catalyst and its 
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dynamic behavior, continues to be a significant problem. Additionally, it may be helpful 

to develop systematic methods for determining materials' ground state and electronic 

structure without resorting to lengthy and intensive experimental campaigns [261]. 

Finally, it is essential to emphasize that although only experimental studies can validate 

the effectiveness of a proposed catalyst, a well-built simulation tool may significantly aid 

in the selection and pre-screening of viable candidates.  

On the other hand, Zou et al. [173]  have reported the Bader charges (Table 5), and the 

partial density of state (PDOS) (Figure 12) obtained by comparing Ni4/α-MoC(111) and 

Ni4 /MgO(100) catalysts using DFT approach. The results have indicated that α-MoC(111) 

and defective MgO(100) surface have converse electron effect for Ni4 cluster (electrons 

transfer from Ni4 cluster to the support surface in Ni4/α-MoC(111) catalyst, and from the 

support surface to the Ni4 cluster in Ni4 /MgO(100) catalyst). This determines a strong 

metal-support interaction (SMSI). As a result, Ni4/α-MoC(111) provided a strong binding 

to the reaction intermediates(*CH3,*CH2 and *CH) and a weaker binding to *C, *H and *O 

compared to Ni4/MgO(100) catalyst. The strong metal-support interaction denoted in 

this investigation could suppress sintering and carbon formation, according to the 

previously discussed research. 

Table 5. The Bader charge of Ni 4 cluster on α -MoC(111) and defective MgO(100)surface[173]. 

 

samples 

Bader charge of NiI  

Total Bader charge of Ni4 a b c D 

defective Ni4 /MgO(100) 0.52 0.12 0.17 -0.10 0.71 

Ni4 / α -MoC(111) -0.12 -0.16 -0.13 -0.01 -0.42 

 

 

 

Figure 12. The PDOS of Ni4 cluster on α-MoC(111) (a) and MgO(100) [173] 
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III.1. γ-Al2O3 structure 

Alumina (or Aluminum oxide, Al2O3) is one of the most used materials in the chemical 

industry. Due to its many physio-chemical properties, such as mechanical resistance, high 

thermal stability, high surface area, electrical insulation and high ionic interatomic 

bonds[278]. Alumina has gained a significant attention from many scientists. Besides its 

application as a sorbent[279], fine chemicals field, refining[280] and petrochemical, 

alumina showed an important results in the catalysis field for a large number of reactions. 

Although, the application of the pure alumina is largely used in academic research, it is 

still limited in the industrial field[281]. On the other hand, alumina is mostly used as a 

support in the industrial catalytic process. Thus, several noble metals, transition metals 

and different oxides are supported on alumina [282-284]. In dry reforming of methane 

(DRM), based-supported metals on alumina are largely used. Moreover, compared to the 

other supports, alumina exhibits a high catalytic activity due to surface proprieties.  

Five crystalline structures of aluminum hydroxide exist gibbsite, boehmite, disport, 

bayerite and nordstrandite. They are called precursor hydroxide, their particles size is 

varying from one type to another depending on the preparation method, and their 

dihydroxylation process occurs between 300 and 600°C. By increasing the temperature 

near than 1100°C, α-Al2O3 will be formed, above this temperature alumina particles start 

to sinter and change their crystalline structure to hexagonal microplatelets which are 

known as ‘Tubular crystals’[285]. 

Thus, between the temperature of aluminum hydroxide dihydroxylation and the 

formation of α-Al2O3 crystals, several alumina structures known as transition alumina or 

activated alumina are formed (η-, κ-, χ-, θ-, δ- and γ-Al2O3). Consequently,  the structure 
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of each alumina type depends strongly on the temperature condition and the precursor 

hydroxide used[286].  

Among those different resulted alumina, γ-Al2O3 and α-Al2O3 are the most used in the 

catalyst field[287]. 

γ-Al2O3 is formed as a result of the dehydration process of Boehmite (AlOOH) through a 

topotactic transformation (eq.1) and it is widely believed that it takes the spinel-based 

structure, while the bulk structure is still unknown [288].                                  

                                      𝐴𝑙𝑂𝑂𝐻 →  𝛾 →  𝛿 → 𝜃 →  𝛼 − 𝐴𝑙2𝑂3    (1.3)  

Despite their wide applications, the structure of transition alumina is still under debate 

and their exact morphology remains mysterious. 

However, various research efforts are underway to provide more insights on γ-Al2O3 

structure. Thus, many scientists suggest that the required model must be to take into 

account the cations occupancies of non-spinel positions and the tetragonal defect of the 

cubic structure[288, 289]. 

The first step to study the alumina structure is to investigate the transition of the 

boehmite γ-AlOOH to  γ-Al2O3 and determine the realistic alumina bulk model[287]. The 

second is to determine the properties of different exposed surfaces of γ-Al2O3[290, 291] 

(111), (110) and (100) in realistic conditions of water coverage, calcination temperature 

which allows to figure out the hydration state of those surfaces and provide a clear image 

(more details) about the surface structure such as Al sites, OH groups (number of acid 

sites)  to more understand the surface interaction with different reactants. 

The empirical model of γ-Al2O3 structure proposed by Knozinger and Ratnasamy[281], 

was the most popular model for 25 years. Although, this model was the best possible 
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approach and has allowed to interpret different experimental tasks, it has been later 

questioned by several theoretical and experimental investigations[290, 292, 293]. 

Recently, Digne et al[291] have reinvestigated the structure and the adsorption 

properties of γ-Al2O3 surfaces using the DFT calculations taking into consideration the 

required hypothesis cited above. Their results showed that the (110) surface is the most 

exposed with 74% follows by (100) and (111) surfaces with 16% and 10% respectively. 

However, the (110) surface shows two layers denoted as (110C) and (110D), where the 

(110C) is the most exposed layer[293]. 

III.2. γ -Alumina morphology 

The morphology of γ-Al2O3 strongly depends on its preparation method. The common 

preparation way is the precipitation of aluminum salts in an aqueous solution to produce 

the hydrated precursor (Boehmite γ-AlOOH) which will after calcination at 700K, form γ-

Al2O3. Thus, the morphology of γ-Al2O3 particles is inherited from the Boehmite particles 

structure and crystalize in a defect spinel structure[294] (Figure 13).  

The DFT calculations[291] showed that the main change during the transformation 

process of boehmite to γ-Al2O3 is the collapse of the hydrogen-bonded layers, which leads 

to a contraction in the (010) direction. By combining these results with those obtained in 

the reference [295], the structure of γ-Al2O3 has been proposed. Moreover, according to 

the reference[296], the dried γ-Al2O3 chemisorbed at least a monolayer of water 

molecules when exposed to moisture at room temperature. And even after calcination at 

high temperature, the adsorbed water is believed to be a physiosorbed water form and 

hydroxyl groups bound on the surface. Furthermore, the desorbed water reacts at low 

temperature to form surface hydroxyls, while the adjacent hydroxyls condense at high 
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temperature to form water molecules which will then be evacuated according to the 

following reaction: 

                                                ∼OH+∼OH                    ∼O∼+     +H2O    (2.3) 

Where, the     represent the oxide vacant site. 

On the other hand, the assumption proposed by A.A. tsyganenko[297] suggest that the 

adsorbed water molecule on the surface dissociates then to form a hydroxyl group bound 

to Al atom, whereas the remained H atom bound to the surface O atom. 

 

 

 

 

III.3. γ-Al2O3 Bulk structure models 

Starting from the supercell model of boehmite (AlOOH)  and using MD to simulate its 

transformation to γ-Al2O3, Krokidis et al.[287] have proposed a bulk structure model for 

γ-Al2O3 (Figure 14.a). During the dehydration process, the Boehmite layers collapse 

together because of water molecules extraction and hydrogen transfer, as well as 

aluminum cations migrate from the octahedral to tetrahedral sites. Thus, the structure of 

γ-Al2O3 is described as a defective spinel model with some Al vacancies to satisfy the 

stoichiometry as denoted in the following formula: Al8O12, where the    represent the 

vacancy sites. Moreover, it has been concluded that the sublattice of oxygen atoms is FCC 

and the most stable structure of γ-Al2O3 consists of 25% of tetrahedral aluminum (AlIII). 

The simulated XRD were in agreement with the experimental one[290].  

Figure 13.Topotactic transformation of boehmite into γ-alumina 
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Furthermore, a non-defective spinel model consists of 8 Al2O3 units has lately been 

proposed by Digne et al[291]. The authors reported that this model was the most stable 

compared with other spinel models, moreover, it shows the ability of Al cations to occupy 

other than spinel sites which is the main difference among the other proposed models. 

However, this model does not perfectly represent the complexity of γ-Al2O3 as it has been 

derived from an industrial way process of boehmite transformation to γ-Al2O3. Besides 

that, it has been investigated under a realistic condition of temperature and water 

pressure which justify its reliability. Thus, it was nominated to be as a reference for 

surface modelling and catalyst reactions investigations. The details of the proposed γ-

Al2O3 bulk are presented in table 1. 

Table 6. γ-Al2O3 bulk properties [14] 

Properties Calc. 

Cell volume (Å3/Al2O3 unit) 47.40 

Al in tetrahedral site (%) 25 

Cell parameters (a, b, c) (Å)a 7.90, 7.93, 8.07 

Tetragonal distorsion (c/a) 1.02 

Bulk modulus (GPa) 171 

Electronic gap (eV) 4.9 

a a, b, c parameters refer to an ideal spinel structure (for MgAl2O4, a = b = c = 8.08 Å). 

Other spinel and nonspinel bulk structure models have been also proposed[298-303]. 

The traditional cubic defective spinel model[299] (Figure 14.b) of formula AB2O4 where 

A=B=Al, is presented as a unit cell contains four primitive cells Al6O8. Thus, to get the 

Al2O3 stoichiometries, three repetitive primitive cells with 2 Al vacancies are built. 

Moreover, the model with 40 atoms (Al16O24) where the spinel lattice has 2 Al vacancies 

at octahedral sites is used by computational simulation. 
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A nonspinel model with space groups of Fd3m and I41/amd containing 160 atoms 

supercells (Figure 14.c , 14.d respectively) have been published by [300]. This model is 

known as a defective cubic spinel structure. Moreover, the XRD experimental patterns 

agreed with the presented model. Although, the achieved spinel models and the model 

proposed by[288] showed an agreement with the experimental data, their quality 

remains inferior compared with the 160-atoms models [304]. 

Another model developed from pseudo-boehmite called H spinel γ-Al2O3 structure has 

recently proposed by dong at al[305] (Figure 14.f). The unit cell of this model consists of 

2 octahedral cationic vacancies and one bulk H which was realized at high temperature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14. Different proposed unit cells for γ-Al2O3 

III.4. γ-Al2O3 surfaces 

Based on the experimental results of IR spectroscopy obtained firstly by A.A. tsyganenko 

et al.[297] and according to the achieved studies on the ability of hydroxyl groups to 

bound to different metal atoms[306, 307], the authors have supposed that the hydroxyl 

groups could be bound to a single metal atom, bridge two adjacent metal atoms and cap 

three adjacent metal atoms as showed in the Figure 15. 
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This assumption could interpret the different absorption bands obtained in the hydroxyl 

stretching region. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that the other absorption bands that 

appeared in the same region are reveal to the hydrogen-bonding between the adjacent 

hydroxyl groups. 

Based on the precedent proposed bulk model, [291] have investigated the acid-base 

properties of different γ-Al2O3 surfaces.  

III.4.1. (110) Surface 

This surface is the most exposed in the crystalline structure (around 70 to 83% from the 

overall crystal shape). The 110 surface exhibits a rectangular oxygen atom sublattice in 

the spinel description. Moreover, this surface exhibits two types of unsaturated Al surface 

sites: octahedral Al atoms (AlIV) representing 75% of twofold unsaturated sites and 

tetrahedral Al atoms (AlIII) representing 25% of onefold unsaturated sites resulting from 

the octahedral and tetrahedral Al atoms bulk. Regarding to the thermal stability, the 

hydroxyl groups in 110 surface shows a high stability even at high temperature 

comparing to (100) surface[288, 308].  

Concerning the OH surface coverage,  the model developed by M. Digne et al[290] shows 

the presence of both bound OH group to one single Al atom and bridged OH to two Al 

atoms. The presented model has been investigated as function of temperature (573K) and 

several OH surface groups (Figure 16). The results obtained agreed with the experimental 

Figure 15.Types of hydroxyl groups bound to metal [20].  
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IR spectrum and MAS NMR[309]. The authors have also indicated the effect of the 

adsorbed water molecule and the Hydrogen-bonding interaction on the simulated 

spectral features. Moreover, it has been found that the OH concentration over the (110) 

surface decreases from 11.8 to 3.0 OH.nm-2 between 500 to 1000K[291]. 

 

 

 

III.4.2. (100) Surface 

According to the reference [310] the surface (100) corresponding to a square oxygen 

sublattice represent 17% from the overall area of γ-Al2O3 particle and it exhibits only a 

fivefold coordinated Al atoms (AlV) and threefold coordinated oxygen atoms (μ3-O) 

(denoted as I, II and III for Aluminum atoms and A, B, C for the oxygen atoms in the Figure 

17). 

 

 

 

 

The (100) surface becomes totally dehydrated at a temperature higher than 573K 

indicating the transition of the Bronsted acid sites to Lewis acid sites[311]. Under this 

Figure 16. Different OH coverage of γ -Al2O3 (110) surface [14]  

 

 

 

[14] 

Figure 17. Different OH coverage of γ -Al2O3 (100) surface [14]. 

. 
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temperature, the water molecules and hydroxyl groups bound to the one single Al atom, 

bridged two Al atoms, and bridged three Al atoms. 

III.4.3. (111) surface 

The (111) surface is completely hydrated at 800K and even at 1000K[291] the OH groups 

coverage is still high (9.8 OH nm−2) due to the high coordination of µ2–OH and µ3–OH and 

a great number of hydrogen bonds which makes the dehydration of this surface costs high 

energy (Figure 18). 

 

 

 

 

 

The different modelled surfaces from various unit cells are summarized in the following 

table.[242] 

Table 7.The modeled surfaces from different bulk structures. 

Surface Bulk supercell  slabs vacuum OH, H2O coverage Cutoff 
energy 

ref 

100 Non spinel  8 12 8.8 300 [291] 
110 Non spinel    8.9, 11.8 OH.nm2 300 [291] 
111 Non spinel    14.7 OH.nm2 300 [291] 
110 Non spinel 8.07 × 8.40 8 24  700 [308] 
100 Non spinel 8.41 × 5.59  24  700 [308] 
100 Non spinel 11.17×8.41×20.44   

2x1 
10 12 1 H2O  [312] 

110 Non spinel 8.41×8.07×19.17 6 12 1 H2O  [312] 
110 Non spinel 8.40 × 8.07 × 19.18 6 12   [313] 
100 Non spinel 11.16 × 8.40 

×20.44   2x1 
10 12   [313] 

100 Spinel unit cell 18.9x 5.6x 5.6 5 15 1 H2O 420 [314] 
110D Spinel unit cell 19.1x 7.9x 5.6 4  15 1 H2O 420 [314] 
110D Spinel unit cell 21.9x 7.9x 5.6 6 15   [314] 
100 Non spinel (2x2) 11.14x 16.79 4  0  [315] 
110 Non spinel (2x2) 16.14x 16.79 4  8.9 OH.nm2  [315] 
100 Cubic 50x50x50   0  [316] 

 

Figure 18. Structure and OH coverage of (111) surface [14]. 
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III.5. Ni sub-nano clusters 

 

The sizes of the nickel sub-nano clusters used in dry reforming of methane DFT 

simulations typically range from a few atoms up to around 50 atoms. The exact size of the 

cluster used in a simulation may depend on the specific research question being 

addressed. 

In general, smaller nickel clusters have been found to exhibit higher catalytic activity for 

dry reforming of methane. This is because smaller clusters have a larger surface area 

relative to their volume, which provides more active sites for the reaction to occur. 

However, the choice of cluster size can also depend on other factors such as the stability 

and reactivity of the cluster under reaction conditions, and the computational resources 

available for the simulation. Researchers may need to balance these factors when 

selecting the appropriate cluster size for their study. 

Table 8.Most investigated Ni clusters in the literature 

Ni15 Ni16 Ni21 Ni55

 

[322] 

Ni2-7 

                                                                                                                                                                              

[323] 
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III.6. Ni-based supported systems 

Here we reported the most Ni systems, and Ni-based supported on different surfaces 

systems used as catalysts models for different chemical reactions, including isolated 

extended surfaces and clusters, supported Ni clusters on different surfaces, and 

monometallic, bimetallic and trimetallic systems. 

Ni4/Al2O3

 

Ni7/Al2O3 

 

Ni13/Al2O3 Ni55/Al2O3 [166, 

312, 

324] 
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Table 9. most used Ni-based systems as catalysts models 

System reaction ref 

Isolated clusters 

Ni4 CH4 dissociation [325] 

Ni1-55 CH4, CH3adsorption [322] 

Ni13, Fe13, Cu13, Co13 CH4 dissociation  [326] 

Ni13, Ni55 CO2 dissociation [327] 

Cu-Ni-Pt core shell DRM [328] 

Ni13, Cu13, Ni12Cu Activity towards ammonia 

decomposition reaction 

[329] 

Ni3Au CH4 dissociation [330] 

Supported systems 

Ni4/γ-A2O3 CH4 dissociation [166, 

331] 

Ni4/α-A2O3 CH4 dissociation [332] 

Ni4/Al2O3, Ni3Fe/Al2O3 CO methanation [333] 

Ni3Fe/Al2O3, Ni/Al2O3, Ni3Cu/Al2O3 CO2 hydrogenation to CH4  [334] 

Ni6/Al2O3 CO adsorption [335] 

Ni1-7/Al2O3 Effect of OH groups on the stability of Ni1-

7 clusters 

[336] 

Ni13, Co13/Al2O3 (110) Aldehyde Hydrogenation on pure Al2O3 

(110) 

[337] 

Ni13/Al2O3 (100), (110) CO2 Activation on Ni13/Al2O3 (100), (110) 

pure surfaces 

[327] 

Ni1/CeO2 CH4 dissociation [338]  

Ni1, Fe1, Co1 / CeO2(111) CH4 activation over CeO2 surfaces 

modified by transition metals  

[339] 

Pt1-5, 13 /Al2O3 (110),(100) CO2 activation [340] 

Ni13/CeO2, Ni (111) CO, NiO formation, CH4, H2O dissociation [341] 

Ni15/ZrO2 DRM [171] 

Ni4/ZrO2, Ni13/ZrO2 (111) CO hydrogenation  [342] 

Ni13/TiO2(110) SRM [343] 

Ni4,8,12 / MgO (100) Effect of the Ni cluster size on the DRM, 

CH4 and CO2 dissociation 

[344] 

Ni8Rh1/h-BN, Ni9/h-BN DRM [345] 

Pd/Cu (111) CH4 dissociation [346] 

Ni1-3, Co1-3 incorporated γ-

Al2O3(110)  

system stability [347] 

Ni2Fe overlayer of Ni (1 1 1) CH4, CO2 dissociation, C, CH oxidation [155] 

Fe2O3-Ni, Fe2O3-NiO Adsorption of Hydrogen [348] 

PdO/SnO2(110), Pd/SnO2(110) Methane oxidation  [349] 

Ni4,9,13/TiC(001) CH4 activation [350] 

Ni2Co2 / MgO H2 adsorption/desorption [351] 

Monometallic extended surfaces 

Ni (111), (100) (553)  CH4 dissociation [166] 

Ni (111), (110), (100), DRM [352] 

Ni(111) (211) Coke formation [177] 

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acscatal.6b00822
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Although CH4 dissociation has been extensively studied on various Ni surfaces and 

clusters, few DFT studies have reported on the effect of the γ-Al2O3 support (for Ni/γ-

Al2O3 systems) on CH4 dissociation. To our knowledge, no DFT study has been conducted 

on the dissociation of CH4 on Ni13/γ-Al2O3. Furthermore, no CO2 or CH4 dissociation has 

been reported on Nix-My/γ-Al2O3 (x > 10) (M=Co, Mo, Cu, etc.). Additionally, in the DRM 

process, the surface model of γ-Al2O3 (110) has not considered hydroxyl groups.

Co (111) (221) (211) (110) (100)  C removal [353] 

Bi-metallic extended surfaces 

Ni-Co (111), Co (111), Ni (111) CH4 activation [354] 

Ni-Sn DRM [168] 

Ni-Cu DRM [355, 

356] 

Ni-Fe    Ni4Fe (1 1 1) CO2 methanation [357] 

Ni-Pt DRM [167, 

358] 

Ni-Mo DRM [359] 

Ni-Rh, Ni-Ru CH4 dissociation, CO formation [360] 

Ni–M (M = Cu, Ru, Rh, Pd, Ag, Pt, Au) CH4 dissociation [361] 

Ni - Au CO adsorption [362] 

Tri-metallic extended surfaces 

Pt3 clusters decorated Co@Pd and 

Ni@Pd model core-shell 

ORR [363] 

Ni-Fe-W oxides NH3 dissociation [364] 

Pt–Pd–Ni ORR [365] 

Pt-Fr-Ni, Pt-Cu-Co… core shell 

cluster 

ORR [366] 

Pt-Cu-Ni core shell cluster ORR [367] 
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IV.1. Introduction 

 The nature and type of the active metal affects the catalytic performance of the dry 

reforming of methane reaction. The effect of using transition metal Co and noble metal 

Pd as a promoter on a Ni/γ-Al2O3 catalyst for the DRM reaction will be investigated in this 

chapter. The objective is to optimize the content of the active phase necessary to carry 

out the dry methane reforming reaction while obtaining a suitable conversion. 

The reactions were carried out at atmospheric pressure and 750°C to study the effect of 

the promoter on the conversions of CH4 and CO2 and carbon deposition. Different 

characterization techniques have been used for the synthesized catalysts. 

The severe conditions of reforming reactions can cause sintering and/or carbon 

deposition on the active metal surface leading to catalyst deactivation. Several research 

have shown that all Group VIII metals are suitable catalysts for DRM. Some authors argue 

that nickel-based catalysts could play an important role in the catalytic action of DRM, 

owing to their numerous properties, relatively high activity, and stability. Consequently, 

during the DRM and under certain conditions the deactivation of the catalyst by sintering 

or by the formation of carbon on the active surface of the metal which is connected to the 

structure of the catalyst and its composition always remains a major problem for this 

reaction. Many studies have been directed towards minimizing the deactivation of Ni-

based catalysts. 

The researchers found that the addition of alkaline earth oxides and/or rare earth oxides 

to the catalysts plays a beneficial role on the catalytic properties of Ni and significantly 

reduces the formation of coke on the surface of the catalyst by the formation of 

carbonates, or oxycarbonates [1]. Several recent reviews have reported the use of Co or 

Pd as a promoter for the dry methane reforming reaction. In addition, it should be noted 
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that the carbides of transition metals like Co and Mo show catalytic properties like those 

of noble metals. Recent research indicates that unsupported β-Mo2C type catalysts are 

catalytically active for the DRM showing good thermal stability and high resistance to 

coke deposition [2].  

In this part, the conversion of methane by the dry reforming process is studied in the 

presence of promoted nickel-based catalysts at different Ni, Co and Pd contents, to 

evaluate their catalytic performances for this reaction. 

First, we will synthesize two types of catalysts based on nickel and Co, Pd to define the 

most efficient catalyst. The influence of different operating parameters such as 

temperature on the performance of the reaction as well as on the formation of carbon 

were also studied. The catalysts studied are characterized after the whole tests to study 

their final state and to explain any changes in their catalytic activity. 

IV.2. Experimental work  

IV.2.1. Synthesis of catalysts 

As already mentioned, the choice of nickel as a catalyst for the DRM reaction is based on 

their excellent catalytic performance. For our study, the synthesized catalysts are (1%Ni 

and 1% Ni-Co) supported on the metal oxide which is alumina (γ-Al2O3). The synthesized 

catalysts must be stable under the operating conditions so the active phase must be well 

dispersed on the support. 

IV.2.1.1. Experimental protocol for the preparation of catalysts 

Numerous researchers have explored various techniques for catalyst preparation. 

According to Shan et al [6], the preparation methods significantly influence both the 

structural properties and the catalytic performance of the catalyst. In our study, the 
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method we have chosen to synthesize our catalysts by using incipient wetness 

impregnation. For this, commercial alumina (Puralox) was used as support. An exact 

quantity of nickel nitrate Ni(NO3)2.6H2O (Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in a calculated 

volume of distilled water corresponding to the pore volume of alumina to obtain 1% by 

mass of nickel. 

For the bimetallic catalyst, an appropriate amount of Co(NO3)2.6H2O (Sigma-Aldrich), was 

dissolved in the solution of the nickel precursor, in the right proportions to obtain 

catalysts promoted with 1 mol% Co. 

The mixture is placed under a humid atmosphere for 5 hours for the maturation phase, 

then overnight in an oven at 60°C to be dried. 

Once the drying is completed, it is imperative to proceed with an oxidizing pre-treatment. 

The purpose of calcination is to eliminate metal precursors (nitrates) to obtain metals in 

oxide form. The sample is calcined at 500°C for 4 hours with a temperature rise (ramp) 

of 2°C per minute.  

Then, the last step to obtain an active catalyst for the catalytic conversion of methane by 

CO2 is the reduction step. This step is a so-called reducing pretreatment, because it allows 

the transition from the oxide phase to the metallic phase. The reduction is performed 

directly in a fixed-bed catalytic quartz reactor, with a constant flow of a mixture of 

nitrogen (20 mL/min) and hydrogen (20 mL/min), prior to the catalytic dry reforming 

test. The reduction temperature is maintained at 700°C for 1 hour. 
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IV.2.2. Catalysts characterizations 

IV.2.2.1. XRD Analysis 

Analysis by X-ray diffraction (XRD) is the best known of the crystallographic methods 

used to identify the different crystalline phases and to follow the structural modifications 

occurring during the different treatments. The principle of this technique is based on 

sending an X-ray beam on the sample deposited on slightly hollowed pyrex supports. 

When the beam reaches the sample (with an angle θ already chosen) and is diffracted by 

an angle θ then detected by a scintillation counter. By reflection, the diffracted ray obeys 

Bragg's law: 𝑛𝜆 = 2𝑑 × 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃, Knowing that: 

d: distance of two reticular planes, n: diffraction order, 2θ: angle formed by the incident 

and diffracted beams, λ: wavelength of the X-ray beam. 

In our work, XRD analysis has been used at room temperature in a D8 PASSEUR advanced 

equipment with Cu–Kα radiation (λ = 1.5404 Å) to identify the different crystalline phases 

and to follow the structural modifications occurring during the different treatments. The 

ranges canned was from 10° to 80° with a 0.02° step size at a scan rate of 0.05 s−1. The 

average particle size was calculated using the Scherer’s equation: D = Kλ / (B.cosθ) where 

D is the mean size of the ordered crystalline domains (in A°), K is dimensionless shape 

factor whose value was taken at 0.9, the X-ray wavelength λ = 1.54056 Å and B (rad) is 

the full width half maximum (FWHM), θ (rad) the Bragg angle. 

IV.2.2.2. in situ- XRD Analysis 

The catalyst reduction was studied by in situ- XRD analysis. The catalysts were reduced to 

700°C with a ramp of 10°C.min-1 under 3 vol% H2/N2 (5 ml min−1). A diffractogram is 

recorded at every 100°C. The radiation used is the Kα of copper (λ = 1.54059 Å) and the 
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scanned angular range is 2θ = 10–80°, with an increment of 0.05° and a counting time of 

1 second for each position. 

IV.2.2.3. SEM-EDX analysis 

SEM-EDX analysis is a powerful tool in materials science and chemistry, which refers to 

the use of a scanning electron microscope (SEM) in conjunction with energy-dispersive 

X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) to analyze the elemental composition and distribution of a 

sample. 

In our work, the SEM-EDX analysis of the calcined and reduced samples were carried out 

using an electronic microscope model MET FEI TITAN Themis 300. 

IV.2.2.4. ThermoGravimetric Analysis (TGA) 

ThermoGravimetric Analysis (TGA) is a thermal analysis technique that measures the 

change in the weight of a sample as a function of temperature or time under a controlled 

atmosphere. 

In TGA, a small quantity of the sample is placed on a sensitive balance and subjected to 

controlled heating in the presence of air in a furnace. As the temperature increases, the 

sample undergoes thermal decomposition or other chemical reactions, resulting in a 

change in its weight. The weight change is measured continuously and recorded as a 

function of temperature or time. 

To quantify the coke formed on the used catalysts and identify the nature of carbon 

present, ThermoGravimetric Analysis (TGA), coupled with Differential Scanning 

Calorimetry (DSC), was performed. 
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IV.2.3. Catalytic test   

The performances of the catalysts were evaluated in DRM reaction. The catalytic tests 

were carried out in a fixed bed catalytic reactor at atmospheric pressure. The purpose of 

which is to study the different reactions of reforming methane into synthesis gas (H2+CO) 

also to assess the influence of certain parameters such as temperature…etc. 

IV.2.3.1. Principle of the device 

The experimental frame illustrated in the Figure 20 comprises three parts: 

- A gas supply and regulation system. 

- The tubular catalytic reactor with fixed bed placed in a furnace whose 

temperature of heating is controlled by an external thermocouple. 

- Online analysis of the output composition of the gas mixture by chromatography 

in the gas phase. The Agilent 3000 Micro GC is a powerful gas chromatograph 

designed for rapid gas stream analysis in fuel cell development and the 

hydrocarbon processing industry. Equipped with a micro thermal conductivity 

detector (TCD) and standard injector heating, it ensures accurate and efficient 

analysis. Its modular design allows for quick reconfiguration and repair, ensuring 

long-term, trouble-free operation. Each channel requires an analytical column and 

offers flexibility in injector options. 

The assembly also includes a bypass circuit, a pressure sensor, and a valve millimeter to 

regulate the pressure and a trap to recover the water formed. 

IV.2.3.2. Introduction and regulation of gases 

The gases used for this experimental study are methane and carbon dioxide as reagents 

and nitrogen which serves as an inert standard. All gases come from bottles of gas under 

pressure equipped with manometers. The gases are sent to the reactor at known flow 

rates and controlled by pressure regulators: mass flow “Brooks” type SLA5850 and 
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5850TR, controlled by a regulator electronic 0254, 4 channels which allows us to manage 

mass flowmeters. 

The total volumetric flow rate of the gases introduced is kept constant for all the catalytic 

tests. The gaseous ratio of reagents and diluent (CH4:CO2:N2) is equal to (33.33 : 33.33 : 

33.33). 

A three-way valve connects the gas supply system and the reactor. It allows either to 

inject the gases into the reactor, or to short-circuit the reactor (by-pass) and to send the 

gases directly to the analyzers, to identify and quantify the gases injected before the 

reaction (white). All the gases resulting from the reaction are collected in a condenser. 

The reaction was performed with a GHSV of 6210.191 h-1. 

IV.2.3.3. Description of the catalytic reactor 

The reactor used in this work is a tubular quartz reactor with an inner diameter of 1 cm 

and an outer diameter of 1.1 cm. The reactor loading is done from below due to the 

presence of a thermowell that allows for temperature monitoring inside the reactor. 

The catalytic bed is divided into two parts, with a zone of SiC upstream of the catalyst 

separated by quartz wool to limit pressure drop and ensure the stability of the catalytic 

bed. After introducing a known mass of catalyst (100 mg) into the middle of the reactor, 

the height of the catalytic zone is determined to be 1.1 cm. 

The reactor is then placed into a straight furnace that envelopes the catalytic zone, with 

the temperature of the reaction determined by a thermocouple placed in the oven and 

connected to an automatic regulator (EUROTHERM). The regulator allows for 

temperature control and rate of temperature increase. 
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IV.2.3.4. Gas analysis 

Gas analysis of all the resulting gaseous compounds was performed using a gas 

chromatograph. The composition of these products was determined online at 

atmospheric pressure using an injection valve system to the Agilent 3000A micro-

chromatograph, which was equipped with a conductivity detector (TCD). 

The TCD detector was coupled with a "filled" chromatographic column of type Altech 

CTR-I, with molecular sieve and permeable polymer, allowing simultaneous 

quantification of N2 (as the internal standard), CH4, residual CO2 from the reaction, and 

CO produced during the reaction. 

In our study, the analysis and quantification of compounds were performed using a 

thermal conductivity detector (TCD). The detector was connected to an integrator that 

Figure 19. Catalytic reactor 
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calculated the peaks areas of the compounds present at the reactor outlet. 

Chromatographic analysis was performed by injection every 5 minutes. 

 

Figure 20. Scheme of gas analysis setup 

Table 10. Operating conditions for the analysis of gaseous effluents 

Columns TCD: CTR I column 6 x ¼ outer & 6 x 1/8 inner 

Temperature injector 50°C 

Temperature detector TCD : 100°C (filament :100°C) 

Gaz vector Helium 

 

IV.2.3.5. Mode and operating conditions 

The dry methane reforming reaction is performed under atmospheric pressure in the gas 

phase. The temperature range of the experiments for all the tested catalysts is 750°C. 
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Reduction or pre-activation is a necessary step to reach the reducibility of different 

oxidized species and obtain the most active form of the catalyst. 

In our case, it is necessary to reduce the catalyst and therefore have the nickel and cobalt 

in metallic form before testing its catalytic performance. For this study, we chose to 

reduce the 1% Ni (1%) Co catalysts under a total hydrogen and nitrogen flow of 40 

mL/min at a temperature of 700°C for 2 hours with a ramp of 2°C/min. 

Afterward, the sample is purged under a flow of nitrogen (20 mL/min) for 1 hour until it 

reaches the test temperature and before admitting the flow of the reaction mixture. The 

CH4/CO2 feed mixture is an equimolar mixture, and the total gas flow rate introduced is 

maintained constant at 30 mL/min (33.33% CH4, 33.33% CO2, and 33.33% N2). Then, the 

analysis of the reaction mixture at the outlet of the reactor is carried out using a gas 

chromatograph every 10 minutes. 

The values obtained from the chromatogram make it possible to quantify the conversion 

of the reactants and the selectivity of the products. The following formulas are used for 

the calculations: 

The conversion of reactants CH4 and CO2, denoted 𝑋𝐶𝐻4 and 𝑋𝐶𝑂2 respectively, are the 

fraction of reactants in gaseous products. 

𝑋𝐶𝐻4(%) =
CH4,E−CH4,S

CH4,E
×100 

XCO2(%) =
CO2,E−CO2,S

CO2,E
×100 

CH4,E, CO2,E: respective numbers of moles of CH4 and CO2 entering the reactor. 

CH4,S,CO2,S: respective numbers of moles of CH4 and CO2 leaving the reactor. 

The product selectivity, noted SP, is given by the following formula: 
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SP (%)  =
(np,S − np,E) × αR

nR,E × αP
×100 

𝑝,, 𝑛𝑝,𝑆: number of moles of the products P initially present and at the exit.  

𝑛𝑅,: respective numbers of moles of reactants R. 

𝛼𝑅, 𝛼𝑃: stoichiometric coefficients respectively of the reactant and product at the 

equilibrium of the reaction. 

For example, in the case of carbon monoxide selectivity, we obtain: 

SCO (%)  =
nCO,S

XCO2 × nCO2,E + XCH4 × nCH4,E
×100 

𝑛𝐶𝑂,: CO outlet mole number. 

IV.3. DFT calculation  

IV.3.1. Computational models  

IV.3.1.1. Bulk model 

Herein, we have reconstructed the bulk model proposed by Digne et al[317](Figure21). 

All calculations are performed at GGA-PBE level, the cut-off energy for geometry 

optimization is 300 eV and the k-point set 4x2x2. The grimme method for DFT-D 

correction was applied to calculate the van der waals interactions. The total energy 

converged to be less than 2.10-5eV/atom, the max force and max displacement are less 

than 0.05 eV/atom and 0.002 Å, respectively.  
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The calculated Partial density of state (PDOS) for the reconstructed γ-alumina bulk seems 

similar as the calculated PDOS of the proposed model by Digne et al.(Figure22). 

 

 

 

Calculated PDOS for reconstructed γ -alumina bulk 

 

 

 

Calculated PDOS for the γ -alumina bulk model by Digne et al.[317] 

 

IV.3.1.2. Hydroxylation of (110) Surface model 

According to Digne et al[317], the relaxed Al2O3(110) surface exhibits lower Al 

coordination: three AlIII atoms and one AlIV atom inherited from the bulk tetrahedral and 

octahedral atoms respectively, while the oxygen atoms exhibits µ2–O and µ3–O 

coordination’s . 

Figure 21. The reconstructed bulk model (a=5.587, b=8.413, c=8.068, β = 90°) 

Figure 22. PDOS for the γ -alumina bulk model 
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The OH coverage is formed by dissociative adsorption of the water molecules over the 

metallic sites on the γ-Al2O3 surface and the hydroxylation/dihydroxylation process for 

the studied surface is described by the following equilibrium [312, 317]: 

Surface hkl + nadsH2O(gas) ↔ [Surfacehkl, nadsH2O] (1.4) 

Thus, different OH coverage of γ-Al2O3 (110) surface as a function of temperature have 

been investigated by Digne et al.[290]. The first water molecule adsorbs on the AlIII site 

and adjacent O–µ2–(AlIII,AlIV) site represent a surface coverage of 3 OH nm−2, the other 

three adsorbed molecules occur on AlIV sites to form AlV sites as following : HO–µ1–AlV, 

H2O–µ1–AlV, and HO–µ2–(AlV,AlV) with a surface coverage varying from 5.9 to 11.8 OH 

nm−2. Finally, the two last water molecules adsorb on the AlV site to form AlVI. However, 

since the OH surface coverage depends on the pre-treatment temperature, the OH 

concentration is determined at the standard outgassing temperature 573K and found to 

be θ110 = 11.8 OH nm−2. Other recent studies[308, 318, 319], have also investigated the 

OH coverage on the alumina surface in function of temperature and water pressure10-4 < 

P (H2O) < 10-6 to reproduce the experimental observed water coverage.  

The (110) surface model was cleaved from the bulk derived from Digne model and was 

optimized without changes. The constructed slab was modeled as 2x2 supercell with a 

dimension of 16.1 × 16.8 × 28.0 Å3 occupied by a thickness of 4 layers where the two 

bottom layers were fixed on their bulk position whereas the top layers allowed to relax. 

A vacuum of 22Å was applied to avoid the interaction among crystal faces produced by 

the periodic boundary conditions. Although the (110) surface is the most exposed 

surface, it is not stable in the dehydrated form, thus, the hydrated (110) surface is 

considered in this investigation for more realistic metastable termination. For that 

purpose, it has reported[319] that in the experimental conditions of water pressure 10-4 
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< P (H2O) < 10-6 bar and temperature 700 K < T < 800 K (773K in our case), the (110) 

surface exhibits a hydroxyl density of 3 OH nm−2 and 9 OH nm−2. However, to reduce the 

computational cost, we have only selected the 3 OH nm−2 coverage corresponds to 4 

adsorbed H2O molecules on the 2x2 surface. This surface has also been investigated in 

previous DFT studies. R. Wischert et al[308] found that the adsorption of one H2O 

molecule on the AlIII site is highly exoenergic with and an adsorption energy of -2.342 eV 

and the dissociated H2O yielding a terminal OH bonded to AlIII to form (AlVI-OH) and the 

H atom bonded to O2b. Ana T. F. Batista et al[319] have also studied the same OH coverage 

in addition to 6, 9 and 12 OH nm−2 , their results showed that the adsorbed hydroxyls in 

the surface involves in the H bonding, and most of them are H-bond donors resulting in 

high chemical shift. 

For the Ni interaction on the support surface, many Ni clusters have been reported in the 

literature. Li et al[166] have investigated the interaction of Ni4 cluster on both spinel and 

non-spinel γ -Al2O3 surface, the results obtained showed the same metal-support 

interaction effect for the both systems. Liu et al[312] have investigated the stable 

configuration of isolated (2-7) than the interaction of most stable Nin cluster on different 

γ-Al2O3 surfaces including single Ni atom, their results showed that the hydroxylated 

  

Figure 23. (2x2) surface a: dehydrated surface, b: hydrated surface 3 OHm-2 
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(110) surface was unfavorable for (2-7) cluster adsorption stability, and the hydroxyl 

groups lead to decrease the metal-support interaction, which suggest that γ-Al2O3 

support inhibit metal cluster aggregation and favor the formation  of high dispersed 

particles. More recently, many studies have investigated the stable configuration of Ni 

clusters consisting of 2-16, 21 and 55 atom[321, 364, 365]. The cluster model used 

by[365] consisted of 55 Ni nanoparticle was much closer to technical Ni catalyst than the 

most common clusters (n<10). Using transferable tight-binding potential and molecular-

dynamics simulation method with simulated-annealing techniques, C. Luo[366] has 

determined the stable geometry configuration of Ni2–Ni19 cluster. Furthermore, W. Song 

et al[367] have studied the magnetic and electronic properties of Nin (n =<30) and found 

that the Ni6,13 can be highly stable with a small magnetic moments. 

After structural relaxation of the γ -Al2O3 (110) surfaces, the optimized Ni13 and Co1-

Ni12 clusters are added to different sites of pure and hydroxylated γ -Al2O3 (110) surfaces 

to achieve the most stable configuration representing the Ni /Al2O3 catalyst. Then, the CH4, 

CO2 and C species were added on different sites of the modeled systems to determine their 

most stable configurations. 

IV.3.2. Computational Method 

Periodic spin-polarized density functional theory calculations were performed by means 

of the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation (VASP) packages, using the projector 

augmented wave method53 and the exchange-correlation Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof 

(PBE) functional54. A rotationally invariant GGA+U correction55 was employed to 

consider the strongly correlated character of the localized Ni-d electrons, where the 

Hubbard U and J parameters were fixed to 3.0 and 0.9 eV, respectively. In addition, the 

Grimme’s D2 formulation was included to take into consideration the van der Waals 
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interactions between the DRM species or the small clusters and the alumina surface. The 

alumina (110) surface has been modeled using a periodic supercell of two Al atomic 

layers and four O atomic ones with a cell dimension of (16.83 x 16.14 x 28˚ A). A vacuum 

region of 3 nm was used to separate the periodically repeated pure and supported (DRM 

species and/or small Nin clusters) alumina slabs. The integration over the Brillouin zone 

was sampled by 2×2×1 k-points using a Gaussian integration method with a width of 0.1 

eV. We have used an energy cutoff of 450 eV for the plane wave functions and 10-6 eV to 

ensure the convergence of the total energy. The structural relaxations of the supported 

DRM species and/or small Ni clusters over alumina surfaces were performed by 

nullifying the forces on the relaxed atoms with a precision of 10-5 eV/˚ A. 

Finally, the adsorption species on the corresponded surfaces was calculated as following:  

𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠 = 𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑏⁄ − 𝐸𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑏 − 𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 (2.4)  

where 𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑏⁄  is the total energy of adsorbates on the surface, 𝐸𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑏is the total 

energy of the surface slabs and 𝐸𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 is the total energy of free adsorbates, respectively. 

 

IV.4. Results and discussion 

IV.4.1. XRD analysis of fresh calcined and reduced catalyst samples 

XRD analysis was used to examine the crystalline structure of the calcined, reduced and 

the spent catalysts. For the calcined catalysts (Figure 24) the XRD pattern showed no 

crystalline phases of Ni and NiO from all unreduced samples, suggesting either that 

Ni/NiO were highly dispersed on both catalysts even following high temperature 

calcination (500 °C), or instrumental detection limit due to the low Ni loading. 
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a) b) 

 

 

Figure 25. in-situ XRD patterns for Ni (a) and Ni-Co (b)supported on alumina. 

For samples subsequently reduced under H2 at 700 °C (Figure 25), only 1wt% Ni sample 

shows reflections characteristic of (111) nickel metal surface at 44.6°. However, no peaks 

correspondent to Ni particles have been detected for the bimetallic Ni-Co/ γ-Al2O3 

catalyst, suggesting that the introduction of Co inhibited the sintering of Ni nanoparticles. 

IV.4.2. SEM-EDX analysis 

All prepared samples of monometallic and bimetallic catalysts, including the calcined and 

reduced ones, were examined by high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission 

electron microscopy (ac-HAADF-STEM), including aberration correction, to identify the 
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Figure 24. XRD patterns for Alumina, Ni and Ni-Co supported on alumina at room temperature. 
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nature of the supported Ni species. The obtained magnification images for the calcined 

catalysts clearly revealed the exclusive presence of Ni nanoparticles for the Ni/γ-Al2O3 

catalyst. However, for the bimetallic Ni-Co/γ-Al2O3 catalysts, the images showed the 

presence of sub-nanoclusters, confirming the role of Co addition in the high dispersion of 

Ni, as shown in Figures 26 and 27.  

  

 

 

 

Figure 26. HAADF-SEM, EDX mapping images of calcined sample 1%Ni/Al2O3. Elemental 

mapping legend: (bleu) Aluminum, (red) oxygen, and (green) Nickel. 
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Figure 27. HAADF-SEM, EDX mapping images of calcined sample 1%Ni-Co (90%Ni 

10%Co)/Al2O3. Elemental mapping legend: (bleu) Aluminum, , (red) Cobalt, and (green) Nickel 

The magnified images obtained for the reduced monometallic and bimetallic catalysts 

shown in Figures 28 and 29 revealed that, after reducing the prepared catalysts at the 

operating temperature, the size of metallic particles increased compared to the calcined 

ones. However, the detected particles remained well dispersed on the support surface, 

which is beneficial for avoiding catalyst deactivation by sintering.  

Moreover, it is evident from Figure 29 that the size of the Ni particles in the bimetallic 

catalyst differs from the monometallic catalyst, as they exhibit a more dispersed 

distribution. This difference can be attributed to the inclusion of Co, thus confirming the 

role of Co in promoting particle dispersion. 

Sub-nanoparticles 
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Figure 28. HAADF-SEM,  EDX mapping images of reduced sample 1%Ni/Al2O3. Elemental 

mapping legend: (bleu) Aluminum, (red) oxygen, and (green) Nickel. 
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Figure 29. HAADF-SEM, EDX mapping images of reduced sample 1%Ni-Co/Al2O3. Elemental 

mapping legend: (bleu) Aluminum, (blue) oxygen, (green) Nickel, red (cobalt). 

 

IV.4.3. Catalysts activity 

Several gas compositions and catalyst amounts have been considered to determine the 

optimal gas hourly space velocity (GHSV) that provides maximum conversion and 

selectivity. The best compromise between convertion and selectivity is obtained for a Ni 

loading content of 1mg and GHSV of 60.000 ml/g.h. 

(a) 

 

 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 30. The optimal Ni loading (a) and GHSV (b). 
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Different nickel-based catalytic systems were synthesized and tested to compare the 

effect of the Co content on the activity of the dry methane reforming reaction and the 

deactivation of the catalysts. Figure 31 (a,b) shows the influence of the Ni/Co ratio on the 

conversion of methane and CO2 between 0 and t (min). The stability of the catalysts is 

evaluated in the temperature of 750°C. 

Importantly, both catalysts display activity from the start of the reaction as well as 

catalytic stability until deactivation. The results show that the conversion of CO2 is 

greater for both catalysts.  

This result can be explained by an overconsumption of CO2 by the reaction of (RWGS) 

which is a side réaction of dry methane reforming reaction. This reaction consumes CO2 

and amount of H2 produced and leads to the production of CO and H2O: 

𝐶𝑂2 + 𝐻2 ↔ 𝐻2𝑂 + 𝐶𝑂                       ∆𝑅𝐻25°𝐶 = 41𝑘𝐽/𝑚  (3.4) 

It is worth noting that metallic nickel is widely acknowledged as the active phase in the 

RWGS reaction as well as the dry reforming reaction of methane. Furthermore, it is 

evident that the catalytic activity is influenced by the concentration of the promoter 

present [15]. 

In addition, the CH4 conversion is high. This result indicates the presence of the methane 

cracking reaction which causes the formation of solid carbon deposition causing the 

deactivation of the catalyst.  

Moreover, in terms of stability, both 1% Ni and 1% Ni1Co catalysts show excellent 

stability during the catalytic tests at high temperature. The conversions of CH4 and CO2 

undergo the same evolution for both catalysts, with their conversions respectively 
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reaching about 97% and 90%. However, regarding the selectivity of H2 and CO Figure 31 

(c,d), for Ni catalyst the value of CO and H2 reach 70% and 40% respectively in the first 4 

hours, and then start decreasing until they reach the value 50% and 30% respectively. In 

contrast to the Ni-Co catalyst, both H2 and CO selectivity remained stable around 65%, 

40% value for Ni-Co catalyst during 18 hours of testing. This result underscores the 

critical significance of employing a bimetallic catalyst to greatly augment both stability 

and selectivity, highlighting the crucial role it plays in enhancing these essential aspects.  

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 31. Conversion and selectivity evolution of DRM species on the Ni/Al2O3 (a,b) and Ni-

Co/Al2O3 (c,d) systems. 

IV.4.4. The effect of temperature 

The reaction temperature is a parameter that has an important impact on the catalytic 

activity. The DRM reaction is carried out in a temperature range between 500°C and 

750°C at atmospheric pressure and a CH4/CO2 ratio fixed at 1, with the aim of studying 

the evolution of the dry methane reforming reaction as well as the reactivity of the 
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catalysts. Figure 32 (a) illustrates the conversion of methane as a function of temperature. 

The results obtained compare the reactivity of the two catalysts. 

The conversion of methane increases significantly when the reaction temperature is 

increased for both catalysts. The first important remark of these results is that the two 

solids show good activity in the range of temperatures studied. At T=550-600°C, a clear 

difference is observed between 1Ni-Co and 1Ni. The 1Ni-Co catalyst presents an activity 

larger and allows a conversion of 90%, however, a value of 80% was obtained for 1Ni 

catalyst. 

Figure 32 (b) represents the evolution of CO2 conversion as a function of reaction 

temperature for 1Ni and 1Ni-Co catalysts. It is noted that the two catalysts exhibit a 

remarkably high conversion of CO2 in the temperature range 600-750°C. It is also noted 

that the CO2 conversion increases with the reaction temperature. 

We observe that the results are quite close. For a temperature of 600°C the conversion 

values for 1Ni and 1Ni-Co are equal to 90% and 80%. These conversions increase up to 

97% and 98% respectively at T=750°C. 

It is obvious that 1Ni1Co/Al2O3 is more suitable in the dry reforming reaction of methane 

due to its excellent activities and stability and low promoter content (1% by mass). 

Figure 32 (c) represents the selectivity evolution on the 1Ni and 1Ni-Co catalysts as a 

function of the temperature. It was found that the H2 selectivity was slightly higher with 

the 1Ni-Co catalyst than with the Ni catalyst in the temperature range of de 500 °C to 600 

°C, and above this temperature the two selectivity became similar. 

The CO selectivity curves Figure 32 (d) show a slightly higher value for the Ni catalyst in 

the temperature range of 600°C to 750°C compared to the 1Ni-Co catalyst. Moreover, it is 
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also observed that the selectivity for both catalysts increase with the temperature rise. 

This may be due to the presence of the RWGS reaction at a lower temperature as seen 

previously. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 32. Temperature effect on the conversion of CH4 (a) and CO2 (b) and selectivity of H2 

(c) and CO (d). 

IV.4.5. Anti-coke effect 

Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) were preformed to evaluate the amount of carbon 

formed on the surface of the spent catalysts after 28h. The mass decrease observed on 

the TG curves is caused by the oxidation of carbon deposition. A higher mass decrease 

indicates a greater amount of carbon on the surface. Figure 33 shows TG plots in the form 

of percentage of mass decrease as a function of temperature. The highest mass decrease, 

equal to 5.3%, was observed in the case of the Ni/Al2O3 catalyst compared to the Ni-

Co/Al2O3 where it was 4.5%. The obtained results showed the higher carbon resistance 

of the low metal loading in the prepared catalysts and the effect of adding Co to Ni/Al2O3 
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where the carbon deposition was slightly less important. These results are in good 

agreement with the SEM-TEM analysis results where it has been shown that the metallic 

phase was highly dispersed on the support. Thus, we can conclude that high dispersion 

of the metallic phase is a parameter that contibutes to the resistance of carbon deposition. 

The better resistance to carbon deposition in the Ni-Co/Al2O3 comes from the effect of 

the Co addition, suggesting that co-metallic interaction is another key parameter to 

consider. Moreover, it is well known that carbon oxidation below 250 °C is referred to as 

atomic carbon, while carbon oxidized in the range of 250–600 °C is categorized as 

amorphous. Graphitic carbon, on the other hand, is formed at temperatures above 600 °C. 

Based on our results and the information provided in the literature, we can conclude that 

the carbon deposited on the catalyst is most likely of a graphitic nature. 

 

Figure 33. Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) of Ni/Al2O3 and Ni-Co/Al2O3 systems 

IV.4.6.  Anti-sintering effect of Co addition to Ni-Al2O3 catalyst 

Based on the most stable adsorption configurations of the Ni and Ni-Co clusters on the 

alumina surface, the metal-support interaction energies were determined. 
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For the most stable configuration of the adsorbed Ni13 cluster on alumina surface, it was 

found that the Ni atoms interacted with the AlIII in the surface due to its acidity, it was 

also observed that the Ni atoms were bonded to the O atoms of the alumina surface. The 

correspondent interaction energy of this configuration was -5.57 eV, indicating the strong 

interaction between the metal and the support. Moreover, the presence of OH groups 

have no effect on the metal-support interaction, since the interaction energy of the Ni 

cluster on the hydroxylated alumina surface was -5.58 eV. 

On the other hand, the most stable configuration of the Ni cluster doped Co atoms was 

obtained and presented in Figure B. 34. The obtained structure showed that the cobalt 

atoms were bonded to the O atoms of the surface, however, the Ni atom was bonded to 

the acid AlIII site. The correspondent interaction energy of this configuration was -6.03 

eV, which is higher than that obtained with the pure Ni13 cluster. This result showing the 

effect of the addition of Co to Ni in enhancing the metal-support interaction, which is a 

vital parameter in heterogeneous catalysts since it allows to increase the electronic 

delocalization between the metal and the support and thus avoid the sintering 

phenomena. Similarly, to the pure Ni cluster, we have also noted that there was no effect.  

(a)   (b)  

Eint=-5.57 eV Eint =-5.58 eV 
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(c)  (d)  

 
 

              Eint =-6.03 eV                       Eint =-6.06 eV 

Figure 34. Most stable configurations of (a) Ni/Al2O3, (b) Ni/Al2O3-OH, (c) CoNi/Al2O3 and (d) 

CoNi/Al2O3OH. 

IV.4.7. CH4 adsorption 

The adsorption of CH4 has been investigated on Ni and Ni-Co catalysts. The obtained 

results showed that the CH4 was physically adsorbed on both Ni and Ni-Co catalysts 

surfaces, and there have been no bonds between the CH4 and the catalysts surfaces. 

However, the adsorption energy of CH4 on the Ni-Co catalyst was slightly higher 

compared to the Ni catalyst which indicates the effect of Co doping to Ni catalyst, guiding 

to change the properties of catalyst, and enhancing the CH4 adsorption. 

Moreover, the study conducted by P. L. Rodríguez-Kessle et al. [321] revealed that the 

adsorption energy of CH4 on the pure Ni13 cluster was -0.30 eV, which is lower than the 

value obtained in our study using the supported Ni13 and Ni12-Co clusters on the alumina 

surface. This finding highlights the influence of the support on the reactivity of CH4. The 

presence of a support plays a significant role in shaping the reactivity of CH4, as strong 

adsorption on the catalyst surface can enhance reactivity by facilitating the formation of 

reactive intermediates and providing favorable conditions for subsequent reactions. 
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a) b) 

  

Eads =0.31eV Eads =0.44eV 

Figure 35. Most stable configuration of the adsorbed CH4 on a) Ni13/Al2O3 and b) Co2Ni11/Al2O3 

IV.4.8. CO2 adsorption  

The most stable configurations of the CO2 adsorption on the Ni and Ni-Co catalysts 

surfaces have been presented on Figure 36. Regarding the CO2 adsorption on the Ni 

catalyst, it has been found that the most stable configuration shows that the CO2 adsorbed 

in the interface site between the Ni cluster and the alumina surface, where both O and C 

atoms have been bonded to the same Ni atom, whereas the left O atom was bonded to 

Lewis’s acid site (AlIII). The adsorption energy of CO2 in this system was 0.35. It is worth 

mentioning that the same system has been studied by Silaghi et al. [323] and they found 

the same configuration obtained in our study. Moreover, they revealed that the 

interaction of CO2 on Ni was higher in the presence of the alumina support compared to 

the pure Ni cluster confirming the crucial role of the presence of the support.  

Regarding the CO2 adsorption on the Ni-Co catalyst, the obtained results showed that the 

adsorption energy of CO2 on Ni doped Co was higher compared to the non dopped system. 

This result reveals that the Co presence can modify the electronic properties of the 

catalyst’s system and enhances the interaction of the CO2. 

The results discussed above show that the Ni and Ni doped Co catalyst was highly active 

compared to the pure Ni catalyst system investigated in previous studies [321,323] 
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justified by the strong interaction between the CH4 and CO2 species and the studied 

catalysts systems. These results confirm those obtained by the experimental work, where 

we have noticed a high activity of the CH4 and CO2 with a slightly high activity on Ni-Co 

catalyst system compared to the Ni catalyst system. 

a) b) 

  

Eads= 0.25eV Eads =0.35eV 

Figure 36. Most stable configuration of the adsorbed CO2 on a) Ni13/Al2O3 and b) Co2Ni11/Al2O3 

 

IV.4.9. C adsorption 

In the literature, it has been reported [ 63] that the main pathway of carbon deposition on 

the catalyst surface is the CH4 cracking reaction, in which the methane goes through a 

series of decomposition steps to finally form a deposited carbon on the catalyst surface. 

Moreover, the disproportionation of the carbon monoxide in the Boudouard reaction 

2𝐶𝑂(𝑔) ↔ 𝐶𝑂2(𝑔) + 𝐶(𝑠) can enhance the carbon formation, which leads to active site 

blockage and, consequently, to catalyst deactivation. Furthermore, two additional pathways 

have been proposed to describe the carbon deposition, i.e. surface coupling mechanism, 

and dissolving mechanism, as detailed in the reference [64]. According to the recent DFT 

calculations, the deposited carbon strongly depends on the reaction pathway of C-H bond 

oxidation and the energy barrier of CO decomposition [6]. To assess this important issue, 

we investigated the adsorption of the carbon atom over the modeled catalyst systems, and 

the most stable configurations are presented in Figure 37.  
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a) 

 

b)

 

Eads= -6.64 eV Eads= -6.10 eV 

Figure 37.Most stable configuration of the adsorbed C on a) Ni13/Al2O3 and b) Co2Ni11/Al2O3 

IV.4.10. Comparison of modeled catalysts to each other and literature 

The adsorption energy values obtained in this study were compared to those reported in 

the literature to gain insight into the performance of our catalysts.  

In terms of methane adsorption, the results showed weak adsorption on our supported 

catalysts, indicating physisorption behavior, which is consistent with the findings of 

previous studies. Additionally, the adsorption energy values obtained on our supported 

catalysts were higher than those observed on the extended surface of Ni(111), indicating 

the role of the support in enhancing the gas-surface interaction. 

The results obtained for CO2 adsorption indicated that our catalysts had the highest 

adsorption values reported in the literature, highlighting their superior performance. 

Moreover, it is worth noting that the adsorption energy of CO2 on Co2Ni11/Al2O3 was 

slightly higher than that of Ni13/Al2O3, suggesting the beneficial effect of Co in enhancing 

CO2 adsorption. 

For C adsorption, it is evident that the interaction of C with our catalysts was lower than 

that reported in the literature, particularly in comparison to Ni/ZrO2, Ni/MgO, and Pt12Ni, 
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indicating the anti-coking behavior of our catalysts. Furthermore, the lower value of C 

adsorption on Co2Ni11/Al2O3 compared to Ni13/Al2O3 justifies the lower amount of carbon 

detected by TGA in the experimental work for Co2Ni11/Al2O3 compared to Ni13/Al2O3.  

Table 11. Adsorption energies (eV) of the CH4, CO2, and C species over the modeled catalysts 

Species  Ni13/Al2O3 Co2Ni11/Al2O3 Ni(111) 
[79] 

Ni/ZrO2 
[23] 

Ni/αMoC 

(111) [80] 

Ni/CaO 
[81] 

Ni/MgO  

(100)[82] 

Pt12Ni   
[78] 

CH4 -0.31 -0.44 -0.02 -0.66 -0.39 -0.183 -0.02 -0.28 

CO2 -2.33 -2.43 -0.02 -1.29 -0.91 -1.810 -0.03 -0.60 

C -6.22 -6.10 -6.78 -9.21 -6.77 / -8.14 -7.10 

Metal -5.57 -6.03       
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Conclusion 

The conversion of methane into syngas (CO, H2) by reaction with carbon dioxide via dry 

reforming (DRM) has a great potential to address future increasing energy demand and 

reduce environmental changes. However, the main problem with this process is the rapid 

deactivation of the catalysts used due to metal sintering and the coke deposition on the 

surface of the catalysts. Recently, several strategies have been developed in this field to 

propose a new concept of low cost and high-performance catalysts that resilient to coke 

disposition and metal sintering under reaction conditions, including e.g., the use of 

bimetallic combination, the adoption of supports with acid-base surfaces, or enhancing 

strong metal-support interaction or mobility of oxygen. Nickel-based catalysts are one of 

the most widely used classes of catalysts for dry reforming process. Moreover, it is of vital 

importance to understand the basic mechanisms for DRM reactions such as CH4 and CO2 

dissociation, water-gas shift reaction and other existed interactions in the process, 

including metal-metal and metal-support interactions, which will guide the design of 

excellent Ni-based catalysts. Otherwise, without a clear understanding of these 

interactions, proposed strategies to overcome the problem remain just a trial-and-error 

approach. Density functional theory (DFT), the most famous quantum mechanical 

method in chemistry and physics, has been frequently used in DRM process 

investigations. Nowadays, many scientists in this field believe that in addition to the 

experimental work on this process, there is also a need to complement them with state-

of-the-art theoretical computations. Thus, DFT was used to complement information 

obtained from the achieved experimental works and to provide insights on the behavior 

of the process at the electronic and atomic levels to better understand the reaction 

mechanism and atomic interactions. The knowledge generated by DFT approaches can 
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provide useful data to go through the development and design of new high-performance 

catalysts.  

This thesis summarizes the recent advances achieved in the analysis of the catalytic DRM 

process using DFT, and our contribution to improve the stability and selectivity of Ni-

based catalysts by adding a small amount of Co. DFT has a great potential in providing 

details at the atomic scale about the adsorption mechanism of different species of the 

DRM process over several catalysts. Besides, it could also give some meaningful 

suggestions for the reduction and removal of carbon deposits and metal sintering in the 

experimental and industrial processes. Thus, some recommendations for future works 

can be identified, such as carrying out a theoretical study of metal-support interaction 

and oxygen vacancy, which would allow to choose the best couple metal/support with a 

high performance against metal sintering and carbon deposition. Simultaneously, it 

would be interesting to study the possible reactions mechanism over the chosen catalyst 

to predict the final product and avoid the coke formation, and conducting a 

thermodynamic and energetic study of different reactions to determine the most suitable 

and economic catalyst that provides the desired performances. In conclusion, the search 

for new economic and viable catalysts with high performances remains imperative to 

further develop the process at industrial and commercial scale and, in this sense, DFT can 

provide a significant contribution thanks to the proved great successes of recorded in 

catalysts development for the DRM process.  
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Glossary 

 

 

∆E Reaction energy K-S Kohn-Sham 

AlN Aluminum nitride LDA Local-density approximation 

B3LYP Becke,3-parameter,Lee–Yang–

Parr 

LUMO Low occupied molecular orbital 

BG Band-Gap MD Molecular dynamics 

CMC Crystallite migration and 

coalescence 

mEISA Modified evaporation-induced 

self-assembly 

CNTs Carbon nanotube NCs Nano crystals 

DBD Dielectric barrier discharge OR Ostwald ripening 

DFT Density functional theory ORR Oxygen reduction reaction 

DRM Dry reforming of methane OVs Oxygen vacancies 

E∆ Chemisorption energy PDOS Partial density of stat 

𝑁𝐸𝐹
 Total d-density of states QSAR QSAR 

Ea Activation energy RWGS Reverse water gas shift 

Eads Adsorption energy SACs Single-atom catalysts 

Eb Binding energy SISSO Sure independence screening 

and sparsifying operator 

Ediss Dissociation energy SIE Self-error interaction 

EOvac Oxygen vacation energy SMSI Strong metal support 

interaction 

Esurf Surface energy ToF Turn over frequency 

GGA Generalized gradient 

approximation 

TPR Temperature-programmed 

reduction 

GHGs Greenhouse gases TS  Transition state 

HF Hartree-Fock U Hubbard parameter 

H-K Hohenberg & Kohn WMSI Weak metal support interaction 

HOMO  High occupied molecular orbital XC Exchange correlation 

HTS high-throughput screening εd d-band center 

IEA International Energy Agency  Φ Work function 


